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The Heritage of Published Songs with a Blues Feeling– 1562-1914
The Songwriters and Their Music
(374 pages)

(But you can compose and perform blues – Dr.K)
“Of course, there are a lot of ways to treat the blues, but it still the blues.” (Count Basie)
“The blues tell a story, every line of the blues has a meaning” (John Lee Hooker)
“Without music, life would be a mistake.” (Friedrich Nietzsehe)
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Traditions in Music History
What we recognize as the ‘traditional Blues’ matured into its style around the turn of
the
century. One cannot find traditional blues earlier then this date that are ‘true’ blues
with the 12 bar progression. But the feeling of the blues begins with the dawn of music. What
makes a blues is not this 12 bar form but the lyrics and in the performance with the emotion
of the lyrics. The feeling of having the blues has been with us from the distant past. Human
feelings, of course, didn’t start with the blues and the feelings of the African slaves are not
new to the world. One can look into the past and find lyrics that could be directly transferred
to a 12 bar blues progression. While many songs may not use the word ‘blues’ in the title
until much later date, the feeling of the lyrics of numerous songs are bluesy in nature. The
dictionary gives the definition of the word ‘blues’ as a song of lament, a depression of spirit
and feelings. Music of this context existed in all periods of music. Below are some examples
from the periods of music history beginning with the Renaissance that contains elements of
the Blues. Rock music is the result of the blues simple progression. Most every early rock
band played blues, many copies of the early blue’s performers.
Once the blues became ‘popular’ music there was a large amount of popular ‘Tin Pan
Alley’ songs that used the word ‘blues’ in there lyrics, showing the influence of the blues and
the feelings of an individual. The influence of music with a blues feeling or noting the ‘blues’
in their lyrics were huge.
20th

Music History Period’s Elements Compared to the Blues
Renaissance – (1450-1600)
This period in music history has a lot in common with the blues. There was
improvising and the songs were written and sung by traveling musicians known as
troubadours and Trouvers. Stylistic characters include – self-reliance and expressiveness
within normal limits. Below are the lyrics. Notice the repeats (‘Let Shame to See Thyself’) as
in the first two lines of a Blues and the total feeling of a person that is deep in despair. The
lyrics give the feeling of a blues lyric.
Thomas Greaves – 1570-1604
Greaves was born in 1570 and died in 1604. He was an English composer and lutist and
wrote a number of madrigals.
Let Dread of Pain-1604 –Thomas Greaves (End of the Renaissance Period)
Let dread of pain for sin in after time
With dread, with shame, with grief
Let shame to see thyself
With hate enforce
Let shame to see thyself
To dew thy cheeks with tears
Thyself ensnared so.
With tears of deep remorse
Let grief, let grief conceived for foul
To dew thy cheeks with tears
Accursed crime.
Let hate of sin the worker of thy woe
With dread with shame, with grief
With hate enforce.
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Come Away, Sweet Love – Thomas Greaves (Renaissance)
The song is another example of the strong feelings expressed in Renaissance vocal
music. One could substitute the word ‘blues’ for the words ‘sad,’ ’grief’ etc and you would
have a blues song. It is not the 12 bar chord progression that makes a song a blues but the
feeling that is expressed in the lyrics.
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Baroque Period – 1600-1750
The Baroque period also has some interesting comparisons to the Blues. Sometimes
known as the through-bass period, that was a technique very much like Boogie Woogie. This
technique of Boogie Woogie can be seen in Bach’s ‘Chaconne in Bb. It is a quasi pattern used
in Boogie Woogie. (See below) Repeat the first 4 bars and you have a blues.
J S Bach – measures of Chaconne in Bb (137-145)

Blind Boone’s ‘Southern Rag medley #2 (one of the first examples of boogie bass) Also see
New Orleans Hop Scop Blues, and Weary Blues by Artie Matthews.
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Chaconne I n G Major – G F Handel

Dido & Arenas – Henry Purcell

Song No2 from this opera Dido & Aeneas us the Ostinato bass. The Ostinato is used many
times in popular music as a vamp. The word Ostinato in Italian means stubborn. This
selection has a blues feeling and certain words (yellowed) could use the word ‘blues.’ The
Ostinato is used throughout but I give only four lines). The song is an expression of blues as
the subject.
Purcell was the most important British composer until Edward Elgar. Purcell’s
influence includes Benjamin Britton, who wrote a realization of ‘Dodo’. It was found that
Purcell did not composer the famous ’Trumpet Voluntary’. It is now contributed to Jeremiah
Clarke and is named ‘The Prince of Denmark March’.
Pete Townsend of the ‘Who’ identified Purcell’s harmonies as an influence on the band’s
song ‘Won’t Get Fooled Again’ and in ‘Pinball Wizard’.
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An Ostinato of Purcell is used by Michael Nyman’s when he wrote the score of ‘The
Draught Contract’ of 1882 and in his ‘Memorial’. Another use of Purcell’s Ostinato can be
seen in the score for ‘Clockwork Orange‘ of 1971. Purcell’s influence is seen in ‘rock and
roll’. (Below I have named this short song ‘The Purcell Blues’)
Tis Woman

Henry Purcell

No2 from Dido and Aeneas –Henry Purcell
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This period in music was referred to as ‘the vale of tears.’ We find a use of chromatics
much like the blues notes in the Pepusch composition. It also had 4 bar phrases. The most
characteristic of the period was the use of embellishments - much like the nuances of the
blues and of the performer adding his original melodic ideas. The lyrics also could be a blues
lyric.
John Christopher Pepusch – 1667-1752

Pepusch
Born in Berlin, Germany in 1758 Psepusch pent most of his life in England. At 14 he
was appointed to the Prussian Court and about 1700 settled in England. He was the founder
and director of ‘The Academy for Study and practice of Vocal and Instrumental Music’,
until his death in 1763. For a number of years he worked alongside G. F. Handel. He wrote
the music for ‘The Beggar’s Opera’ (one of the most important works in music history.) He
wrote stage, church music, concertos and continuo sonatas.
My Love is all Madness (the Beggar’s Opera)
Lyrics by John Guy and music composed by John Christopher Pepusch. It is a
‘thorough’ composed piece (no repeat of any section).
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A1-8, B-8, A2-6
The lyrics could be a blues lyric. The feeling of the blues is apparent throughout the song.
Like so many blues lyrics, the man is rejected by the one he loves.
The Beggar’s Opera 1728
The opera was written in 1728 by John Gay and is an early example of the Broadway
musical and revue. It uses popular ballads of the era. The opera is a satire on the Italian
opera. Some of the songs were by composers of English opera such as Handel. The theme
satirizes English politics, poverty and injustice that was a satire like Jonathan Swift’s
‘Gulliver’s Travels. Gay intended the song to be sung ‘A cappella’ but the director John Rich
insisted on having composer Pepusch to arrange the 69 songs including a fugue based on the
song ‘I’m Like A Skiff on the Ocean Toss’d’, another influence seems to be Locke’s ideology
that all men should be allowed their natural liberties. These democratic strains of thought
influenced the populist movements of the times, of which the opera was an influence.
On the 1000 anniversary of the original production, Bertolt Brecht and Kurt Weill wrote an
adaptation ‘The Three Penney Opera’ which included the famous ‘Mack the Knife.’
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Substitute a Negro cast and you would have a blues opera entitled the ‘Slaves Opera.’ Gay
wrote a sequel (‘Polly’). It was banned and not performed until 50 years later.
The Classic Period (1750-1830
1790 – The Heavy Hours - anonymous
The blues were not an established style until it became an American popular music.
The classic period also denotes music of the established value of the era. Classical music, like
the blues, left the impression of unrest, repose, self-reliance, objectiveness and tradition.
Again this song is not in a 12 bar blues progression but the lyrics are like those of a blues.
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Romantic Period (1825-1900) – Franz Schubert

The music of this period included emotional expression to describe deeper truths and human
feelings. The period created new forms that were fit into the subject matter. Subjects for a
piece were drawn from human people and many other subjects just as the blues lyrics are.
Franz Schubert – 1797-1828
Born in Himmelpfortgrund, Vienna, Austria was a prolific composer (although had a short
life of 31 years.) and is known for his composing of German Lied and was the greatest
influence of this form by composers that followed him. His ‘Unfinished symphony’ is one of
the best known symphonies (he wrote 9 Symphonies) and wrote various types of musical
forms. His work was championed by Liszt, Brahms, Schumann and Mendelssohn and
influenced many composers that followed him. He is one of the most frequently performed
classical composers. Schubert had reason to have the blues and depression as he was very
poor and was often supported by his many friends. He is said to have died of typhoid fever
or syphilis. His song –‘Praise of Tears’ is an example of the feelings he put into his music and
is reminiscence of the blues.
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Intro-4, A1-4, A2-4, B-4, C-5, Coda-4
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The Blues
The Use of Written Blues in America and It’s Early Heritage
The blues probably began as a one-man entity, the expression of one’s inner most
feelings. They began as a vocal treatment that sprung up among illiterate Negroes of the
south’s Mississippi Delta, using the prominent chords of harmonic music - I, IV, and V. The
blues are primarily a vocal music and in the beginning used guitar accompaniment. The
melodic lines and rhythm of the traditional blues were not as important as the style used in
singing the theme of the lyrics. The blues scale and characteristic style became an influence
in spreading an authentic early ‘jazz sound’ to legit dance musicians and arrangers. This can
be seen in the numerous songs labeled ’blues’ but which did not contain the authentic blues
progression given on page 24. This use of the word blues can be described as a ‘titular blues’.
The influence of these early blues musicians shaped the popular music of the world,
especially in England and the United States. It was easy to learn the three dominant chords
of the Blues - The I, IV and V chords. To play a string bass or drums also in this style was
not hard to learn. One can see the repertoire of these early rock groups from the Beatles, to
the Grateful Dead, to most any other rock group, played their interpretation of the blues.
The early blues men were a tremendous influence on these early rock musicians.
The Blues in Music
Blues - ‘a musical genre and form’.
In the past there has been music that had a ‘blues’ feeling but not in name. The roots
of the ‘tradition’ blues are found in the active music of African-Americans and later used by
Tin Pan Alley songwriters not always in the traditional blues form and not only in the title
but using the word ‘blues’ in the lyrics. The most popular and lasting form is the 12 bar blues
progression using flatted 3rds and flatted 7ths. There were many locations that developed
their own performance techniques and styles. This book is to explore the blues as a group of
songs; to analyze the individual songs and to state a brief bio of their composers, when
available. Early blues are also found in the Appalachian Mountains. (See Sandberg’s
examples)
The book will examine those blues artists that wrote and performed blues literature.
The ones that began composing and singing the blues grew in number as the popularity of
the blues was fostered by the ‘race’ records made. Most blues were, of course, not written
down just as early jazz was hard to write in notated Western music. The popularity of the
blues matured as the style and form entered the Tin Pan Alley establishments just as it
entered early rock music. Its popularity was solidified by the revival in 1960 and blues artists
became known in the popular field of entertainment. Many of its first performers of the blues
then began to emerge and perhaps the use of these blues in the beginning of ‘rock and roll’
solidified this popularity, especially with Bob Dylan, Elvis Presley, and with many rock
groups and the interest of young admirers of the blues. The well-known blues performers
and the popularity of the blues reached a height of fame in the late 1920s and only grew in
the decades of the 1930s. The ‘blues’ as a feeling was always in poetry and music and I have
found examples of this emotional feeling in classic literature and songs. I begin with the music
of John Dowland and Robert Burns as examples of the lyrics in their music, also with an
example from each period of classical music.
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It begins with the early use of the word blues in its generic use – beginning in 1856
(we find a composition with ‘blues’ in the title). It was a ‘titular’ blues, (existing in title only).
Beginning in 1856 we find the word blues in the title of the song ‘I Have Got the Blues’ by
Gustave Blessner. He is known as a classical composer of songs and compositions. (See page
78 for music). Also, one must be sure to notate the use of the word blues as a color. There are
a number of military marches using blues in the title but it describes a unit or a uniform
color. No attempt is made to discover the first ‘true blues’, an impossible task, as the blues
began as an oral music and its growth was helped by being heard on records and in live
performances. The first chorus was the melody (how ever simple or repetitive or varied).
Early blues did not stress ‘beautiful’ melodies but the lyrics emphasized the subject of the
song and the individual style and feeling of the performer. This melody was followed by
further chorus or improvised additional choruses.
During the turn of the 20th century the 12 bar blues progression as a form was not well
defined but eventually found the regular accepted ‘true’ blues progression. (See page 24)
The period after the Civil War stressed, as one would expect, sentimental feelings.
Numerous popular songs had a blues feeling and often they were about mother or love ones.
This feeling of America after the war was, in the last decade of the 1800 century and well
into the 20th century, in the same authentic mood of the blues and it was the Negro Americans
that put this feeling into their music.
The early 20th century (especially the 1920’s) found the growing popularity of blues
singers, their records and the written ‘Jazz’ blues. Such blues as ‘How Long Blues’ and
‘Trouble in Mind,’ were 8 bar blues. (See 1924 & 1929 section). During this era as the blues
gained in popularity in the form of Blues Race records, songwriters, wanting to get in with
the commercial market, began writing songs about the blues emotions and bands began
playing blues, many in name only. The first jazz record was a blues – The ‘Livery Stable
Blues.’ Many times these melodies were not ‘bluesy’ but had a very melodic style with the
blues sentiment in the lyrics. There were numerous songs that contain their ‘bluesy’ feeling
and emotion but they were taken as emotional and heart feeling popular songs. Sentimental,
emotional songs have been written since the beginning of music to express feelings. The lyrics
of very early music had the blues feeling – John Dowland, Robert Burns and so many other
composers. We find the use of a blues progression in popular songs of the day. Example: “the
verse of ‘Oh You Beautiful Doll’ (1911) is a 12 bar blues progression (1911). This song and
others of the era are in a popular American style of the era. Thus I have tried to find those
blues available in sheet music, fake books (mostly the Anderson collection), my own
collection of sheet music, and those of the net. The dates used are from 1856 to 1930. Also, I
have listened to blues records and transcribed the melody (realizing that it is hard or almost
impossible to duplicate the sounds exactly as they were sung by the many blues singers). I
include only the blues artists up to 1930 that have notated music published up to 1930. (If
anyone knows of blues I do not include with notation please send them to me.) Of course it is
impossible to collect all the blues songs of history. Most were oral music. I have found all
those written blues that I could. Still there are 100s, even 1000s of blues that will never be
collected in one volume.
We find one of the early uses of ‘blues’ in Chapman & Chris Smith’s “One O’ Them
Things.” (1904), and section ‘C’ in Joplin’s ‘Magnetic Rag’ in 1914 uses a blues progression
in this section. (See section -Traditional Blues)
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The blues entered the commercial world of Tin Pan Alley with many of the emerging
jazz bands composing their own version of the blues (‘Tin Roof Blues’) or as the earlier
melody of the song was called, in New Orleans, the ‘Rusty Nail Blues.’ Military bands also
programmed and arranged blues in their repertoire (Ex: Cupeero’s Minstrel Band’s sheet
music and recording of ‘Memphis Blues’ showing the band on the sheet music cover. Even
Sousa used blues on his programs (mostly called ragtime). Sousa also programming
Cakewalks and rags, mostly conducted by Arthur Pryor. The cakewalk was most popular
around 1899 and the rag from 1899 to about 1916. The blues from about 1901 (Chris Smith’s
‘I Got the Blues’).
Stars were made with the recording of the many female blues singers such as Mamie
Smith, Bessie Smith and Ma Rainey and so many others. Later the male blues singers became
popular.
Thus the blues became the ‘music of the land’ during the early part of the 20 th
century, gaining in popularity in the early 20’s with the growth of jazz. Blues entered the
scene and has continued until our times with the blues revival of the 1960’s and the
popularity of the blues by so many rock groups. It progressed, not only keeping the blues
feeling that entered jazz, many times with an increase in tempos until it then became dance
music. Tons of sheet music was published with the blues in the title as sheet music - the main
source of revenue for composers before records.
1920 saw the appearance of what is considered the 1st jazz blues recording – Perry
Bradford’s “Crazy Blues” with vocal by Mamie Smith.
The earliest use of blues probably began after the “Emancipation Act of 1863.” With the
expansion and inventions of America we find blues being notated, recorded and shared by
all. We find the blues written about almost every subject imaginable. It would be easier to
find a subject that does not appear in a blues title then to find the numerous uses of subjects
for a blues interpretation. Most every songwriter of the era wrote blues. This includes many
that are famous - names such as Gershwin, Porter, Kern, Berlin and many others such as
‘the Father of the Blues,’ W. C. Handy, and by numerous unknown songwriters.
I have found an early spiritual that is very close to a Blues –‘Rain Fall and Wet Becca
Lawton.’ If the first four bars are not repeated it is a true blues. Perhaps the person
transcribing it might have misunderstood the performers use. Perhaps the performer
repeated the first few bars to help the transcriber.
I do not think that the use of the ‘Call & Response’ is used that much in the blues,
except perhaps the repeating the 4 bars following the first 4 bars. The use of blue tones is
often found. When the Negro slaves tried to adapt their musical heritage to the European
harmonic system they searched for the correct pitch on the 3rd and 7th notes of the melody.
In the music of Samuel Coleridge Taylor we find the early use of blue notes.
Negro music was prominent in the minstrels and vaudeville where both white and
black minstrels used blackface. Every style of popular music used the blues – Negro folk
songs, popular, country, Jug bands, church and especially classical music. It was all
encompassing. See Darius Milhaud’s ‘La Creation de Monde’ written in 1922/23 and George
Gershwin’s ‘Rhapsody in Blue’ in 1924.
The emotion of the blues existed in all the arts – poetry, paintings and music. The
roots of the blues are also found in early music. All the music sited is the heritage of the blues
feeling that culminated in the Negro tradition blues.
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The Merriam-Webster Dictionary defines blues as:
Blues - Low spirits, melancholy; a song often of lamentation characterized by usually a 12
bar phrases, 3-line stanzas in which the words are repeated those of the second 4 and we find
the continual occurrences of blue notes in the melody and the simple harmonic structure.’
Lament – a feeling or an expression of grief; a song or poem expressing deep grief or
mourning; to feel deep sorrow.”
We find this emotion in the music of Claudio Monteverdi in his opera ‘Ariarian Lamento
D’Ariannen’ and in the works of John Blow and Henry Purcell.
Vamp – In vaudeville and musical theater a vamp is a section after the intro of a song (usually
4 bars that is repeated during a dialogue or other stage routine to provide musical
accompaniment for onstage transitions which are of an undetermined length of time.) It is
usually played ‘vamp until cue’ by the conductor. It gives time for the performer to do presinging or dancing before beginning the act. There are 3 purposes for a vamp: 1) provide key
to the song, 2) establish the tempo of the song, 3) gives time for the performer to set him to
begin his routine. (The vamp is also used in oratorios and opera for the same purpose. It can
also be found in modern jazz – The pianist Wynton Kelly improvises material in the form of
a vamp until Miles Davis enters with the melody provides the emotional context and style of
song. The vamp could be thought of as a short Ostinato. The word comes from the middle.
English word ‘vampe’ (sock) and old French word ‘vampie’ (before foot).
(Kelly was born in Jamaica in 1931 and noted for his crisp, leading rhythmic blues
based approach and accompaniment, especially with Miles Davis. He died in 1971)
Break – usually a 2 bar solo when occurring at the end of a chorus or an interruption in the
accompaniment. Breaks mostly appear at the ends of phrases, most usually the last two bars
of a song – as in a New Orleans drum break after the chorus of an arrangement. (One might
contrast the classical cadenza to a jazz improvised break.)
Ostinato – A regular base pattern reoccurring below the melody, which is different each time
an Ostinato is repeated. It is the grand father of Boogie Woogie bass. The term ‘Ostinato’ in
Italian means ‘stubborn’.

Ostinato from ‘In a Gadda Da Vida’ by Iron Butterfly

]
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Riff – Basically an Ostinato figure; a repeated chord progression, patter, or refrain of a
melody’s figure. (Ex: Count Basie Blues recording (often one of the musicians would back
up a solo with a figure that would be played by one player and the others join him in this
figure; or it could be a written riff for the band to back up a soloist. It usually is a small
figure repeated throughout the chorus. This style came into popularity in the 1902s. It is the
closest that a blues arrangement comes to a ‘call and response.’
The term, ‘traditional blues’ is used to show that the song is in the ‘traditional’ 12 bar blues
progression. There are some songs, especially the early use of the word ‘blues’ that are blues
only in the use in the sentiment of the lyrics. One of the earliest uses of the word ‘blues’ is in
Chaucer’s ‘Compliant of Mars’ written in 1385 - Line 8 ‘With 'teres blewe' (tears blue), and
with a wounded hertel’ (heart).
There are songs that are blues in either 8 or 16 bars that we would consider blues. Beginning
with the Old Testament the blues were present but perhaps not by name but by the use of
synonyms. (See ‘Young Eph’s Lament (page 125). And also in ‘It was in sweet Senegal’ by
Robert Burns in 1792 that also had this bluesy feeling. (See page 42)
The word best describing many of the blues that are not true blues progressions and
form is the word ‘Titular’ (pertaining to a title-existing in name only). The songs using the
word ‘blues’ in the title have one thing in common: It is the context of the lyrics. All express
a sad, emotional feeling of ‘the blues.’ Some, of course, are typical 12 bar blues while others
are in various musical forms that have been used in American popular music. It seems there
are blues written about almost every subject available. The early blues are not what we think
of when one uses the word ‘blues’ but all have this bluesy emotion. Shakespeare mentions
the adjective ‘blue’ in one of his works and many all the blues lyrics are heart felt. The first
musical popular song that mentioned blues I found was “I Have the Blues” written in 1850.
Eventually using the word ‘blues’ in the title was not a style but an attempt at taking
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advantage of the popularity of the blues sentiment with hope to sell sheet music off the term
blues.
The music examples are taken (when available) from sheet music, band arrangement,
off records and ‘fake’ books (many from the Anderson collection). Many are over a hundred
years old and were not in the best condition. I was able to find 100s of ‘Blues’ that have the
feeling of the blues and many ‘traditional blues’, these examples beginning in the year 1850
when the song ‘I Have the Blues’ was written by Gustave Blessner a popular ballad
composer. This song was not, of course, the blues as we know it but it was a blues in the lyric
content. It was the earliest song I found that used the word ‘blues’ in the title. There were
many popular songs that used the word ‘blue’ in the lyrics.
It cannot be over emphasized the importance and influence of these early blues
musicians to the era of Rock and Roll. Most every rock group recorded some of the early
blues by these musicians: the Beatles, Grateful Dead, Canned Heat, etc. etc. The group
Canned Heat took their name from a blues song by Robert Johnson.
The traditional blues progression:

Blues form
As seen above the ‘traditional’ blues is a 12 bar form with the I, IV and V chords
being used to harmonize the melody. There are blues that are 8 or16 bars long but we do not
call them ‘traditional blues’. It is said that the form came from some ballads of the British
Isles. I found one such song, a ballad ‘Lizie Lindsay’ by a W. Walker. It is 12 bars ballad
about a housemaid in Aberdeen. It was very popular in the north. It is written: ‘and few
milk-maids in that quarter but can chant it’. I am not suggesting that this ballad is the origin
of the blues form but give it as an example of an English ballad in the 12 bar structure.
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Blues Scale

Blue Notes

‘Satchmo’ by Angelo Maria Trovato – Blues melody using many blue notes.

Richard Wagner used ‘the’ blue note in his opera ‘Tristan and Isoldt. Shown is a few
measures of the music of ‘Tristan et Iseult’ (Isoldt) (a princess from Ireland).
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In the Oct. 16, 1926 issue of Musical America we find a description of the lonesome
feeling in the blues:
‘The blues’ expresses the feeling of loneliness or sadness. Many tell of “Po’ boy long
way from home” yearning for his ‘babe’ and a place to lay his weary head.’ In such
sentimentalities a heart-felt ‘damn’ or stronger expletive often finds a place.’
An article the ‘Boston Post of Jan 1 1840 entitled ‘A Negro with the Blues’ that
originally appeared in the Times Picayune of New Orleans in Negro dialect.
‘I feels bad – I’se got what de white folks calls de bloss, and de wos sort at dat, dat’s what I
has. De bools- de real indigo bloos…..when a man’s got the bloos he looks foard into de
commin footoority jest as though he was gwine to draw a blank in de big lottery – he feels
like as if all de delightum prizes in dis low down scene hadn’t a single number on ‘em. Whn
he gets on de morning he feels bad, and wen goes to bed at night he feels wusser. He tinks dat
his body is made ob ice cream, all’cept his heart, and dat-dat’s a piece of lead in de middle.
All sors ob sights are hubbering around, and red monkeys is buzzing about his earss. Dar,
dem’s what I got now, and demk’s what I calls de bloos.’
Emmet Kennedy
(Kennedy’s first name is spelt two ways – Emmet or Emmett)
Emmet Kennedy (the Uncle of legend cornetist Emmet Hardy) was famous for his
interpretation and research of authentic Negro spirituals. One of these Spirituals, ‘Honey
Babe’ composed by Kennedy contains the blues emotion. It seemed to have influenced
Franklin ‘Baby’ Seals (who spent some time in New Orleans) and one can see this influence
in his ‘Baby Seals Blues.’ Kennedy was world famous for his interpretation of Negro folk
songs and sang them in the Negro dialect, and this blues emotion is seen in the lyrics of his
music. A poem of Kennedy could have the title of ‘blues’ and not ‘Lonesome.’ With his Negro
spirituals he collected and performed and his books on Negro life, (‘Mellows’ & ‘More
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Mellows’) he was a major influence on Negro music in the world and set the stage for the
acceptance of Negro blues in polite society.
We find two songs by Kennedy that are connected to influences on some blues songs.
‘Guiena Blue Gown’ (See section ‘traditional blues-page __), and, ‘Honey Babe’ (see section
‘traditional blues- page __) See ‘Basin Street Press’ for Kennedy’s ‘Mellows’, ‘More
Mellows’ and the ‘Kennedy Scrapbook’.

Robert Emmet Kennedy
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Lonesome – 1924 by Emmet Kennedy
(A blues poem)
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John Dowland – Renaissance Lutist – 1562-1626

John Dowland

Lute
Dowland was born 1562/63, Westminster, London, England and died on Jan. 21, 1626,
London. There is controversy at to his correct birthplace. Dowland, an English composer
and lutenist, was educated at Oxford. He was once refused a court position in 1594 and,
believing his adoptive Catholicism had been the cause, he left England for the continent.
There he traveled extensively and took a position at the Danish court. In 1612, when his
compositions had made him famous, he was finally appointed lute player to the English
court. He published three collections of songs, including about 90 works for solo lute and
some 80 lute songs, including ‘Come Again, Sweet Love Does Now Endite,’ ‘Flow My Tears,’
and ‘Weep You No More, Sad Fountains.’ His Lachrimae is a collection for viol-and-lute
ensemble.
Some blues lyrics are somewhat like those of a lament. Dowland’s music has the lonely
feelings of a blues. The music is a different style but has the same message as a blues. When
reading the lyrics of Dowland does it not have a ‘blues’ theme and feeling? The meaning of
‘lament’ is given as: ‘a feeling or an expression of grief or a song or poem expressing deep
grief and a deep sorrow. The lament goes back to the ‘Lament of Jeremiah’ in the Bible and
of classical composers such as Claudio Monteverdi (Lamento D’Arianna), John Blow and
Henry Purcell.
This ‘blues’ feeling is in evolution in the songs of the slaves and before and after the
Civil War. It is also found in popular American music in the lyrics of Claribel and others.
(See page 172) Read through the lyrics of Dowland and you could take them and add them
in a blues format and the result is a powerful blues sentiment.
Dowland was an innovator in his music and he indulged in elaborate chromatic
developments and harmonic effect that sound modern in present day music. I relate his use
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of chromatic notes to the blue notes in the blues. If the lyrics were written in 1920 the lyric
would be a good blues lyric
Burst Forth, My Tears – Dowland - 1597
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Flow, My Tears –Dowland – 1600
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A-7, B-8
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Psalm 22 from the Old Testament has a blues feeling and if the name of a woman is
substitute for ‘God’ it can be a blues lyric and feeling. Sung to the old tune ‘The Dow (or
Deer) of the Dawn’ (1542)
Psalm 22
1

My God, my God, why have you forsaken me?
Why are you so far from saving me,
So far from my cries of anguish?
2 My God, I cry out by day, but you do not answer,
by night, but I find no rest.
Dear Companion (Careless Love) 18th Century (New Orleans 20th Century)
‘Dear Companion’ is a traditional folk song of obscure origins. Its earliest appearance is an
English folk song dated the 18th century.’ It is more the lyrics and their reaction on one that
the early folk song is compared to ‘Careless Love.’ The lyrics have changed from version to
version. One narrative threatens to kill either his/her. This song narrates the death of the son
of a governor of Kentucky. In Handy’s version, the lyrics state a philosophy of love and does
not tell a tragic story.
In New Orleans it was a favorite of black bands, especially the band of cornetist Chris
Kelly. Kelly was known as ‘the king of the blues’ in New Orleans and the surrounding area.
E. C. Handy wrote one version of the song. In one version is it said that the death in the song
refers to the son of a Kentucky Governor. There have been multiple recordings by many
artists. It has been created to as an old and widely sung Negro lament. It was known by some
as ‘Kelly’s Love.’ It was sung by river men on the river between Cairo and Paducah. Another
sung taken from the melody is ‘Stockade Blues.’ Handy called this a ‘blues’ ballad. (See later
chapter)
Dear Companion
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Dear Companion

Careless Love

Careless Love
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In my bio on Chris Kelly I give the following paragraph:
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Robert Burns – (1759-1796)

Robert burns
‘The poet of Scotland,’ he wrote both poems and lyrics to Scotch folk songs. His most
famous were: ‘Flow Gently Sweet Afton,’ ‘Auld Lang Syne’ and ’Lord Randall.’ He was
also known for his free life style having children with a number of women. Many of his poems
and song lyrics have a sad, or longing feeling, much like a blues lyrics.
Burns is best known for his poetry but in the last 9 years of his life he spent his time
traveling around Scotland collecting folksongs to which he later added lyrics. He had studied
some music when young and played the violin. He also learned to read notes, rhythms and
other musical elements. He enlisted help for some of his songs from other musicians. By 1787
he was able to get his songs published. He seems to have a routine like our modern
songwriters and his research remains one of the Lomax and Sandberg’s travels to collect
American folk songs and spirituals. Writing lyrics (verses) to these Scotch folk songs took up
the remaining years of his life and he died while penning a lyric to a song. He moved to
Dumfries and wrote 100 songs there. He was a manic depressive and referred to it as ‘blue
devilism'. He died of an infected dental extraction.
Burns had worked on a slave plantation as a bookkeeper and from this experience he
gained an egalitarian view well before most of the abolitionism movement. We see this in his
‘Slave Lament’. Written in 1792 Burns writes this verse in the eyes of a slave taken from
Senegal and shipped to Virginia. This could be typed as a Negro spiritual and it has a blues
feeling of missing his home land much the same as later blues tell of the same feeling. Burns
compares the plight of the slaves to the situation with the miners in Scotland. One could
substitute the word ‘Dallas’ as in the ‘Dallas Blues’ of 1916 instead of Senegal and Virginia
and there would be no difference of the two lyrics. Both are blues. Again, if written today it
would be a blues lyric. This may the first ‘blues’ song.
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It Was in Sweet Senegal (Slave’s Lament) - Robert Burns – 1792
This could be called an early blues.

8 Measures long
In the Burn’s poem below the man is blue about himself. This song might be, as earlier
stated, the first blues/slave song. Burns was known to be sympathetic to the institution of
slavery and compared it to the poor miners of his country. Scotland. Frederic Douglass stated
that the first book he bought was Burn’s poems. Abraham Lincoln also placed Burns as one
of his favorite poets. The piece ‘It was in Sweet Senegal’ (‘Slaves Lament’) is in D minor.
Ah, Woe is Me My Mother Dear (Paraphrase of Jeremiah, 15th chapter, 2-th verse)
Ah, woe is me, my Mother dear!
a man of strife you have born me:
For sore contention I must bear;
they hate, revile, and scorn me.

Woe is me, my mother, that you have
borne me. A man of strife and a man
of contention to the whole earth! I
Have neither lent for interest, Nor
have men lent to me for interest. Every
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one of them curses me.
I never could lend on bill or band,
That five per cent might have blessed me;
And borrowing, on the other hand,
the devil a one would trust me.
Yet I, a coin denied sturdy person,
By Fortune quite discarded,
You see how I am day and night
By boy and girl abused
!
Ye Banks and Braes of Bonnie Doon - 1791
In Burns’ ‘Ye banks and Braes of Bonnie Doon’ (written in 1788) we find the last line:
‘But my false lover stole the rose, and left the thorn behind to me,’ is a typical blues line with
a little more sophistication then an early Negro blues lyric. These ‘blues’ type lyrics are very
sophisticated by Burns, a major poet, and if he was alive in 1900 I think he would be called
a top blues lyricist.
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A-4, A2-4, B-4, A3-4
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My Heart is Sair-I Darena Tell (My heart is sad, I dare not tell) Robert Burn - 1796
This is a very tender and pathetic love song by Burns that treats passion in a lofty dignified
manner. The person in the lyrics describes his want of somebody to love, is an example of a motif
found in countless blues lyrics.

A1-4, A2-4
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Flow Gently Sweet Afton – Poem in 1788, music in 1837

The stream ‘Afton’
In the text of this poem a man is feeling sad and blue about the death of his Mary,
who is buried near the River Afton. (The dictionary gives many synonyms for the word
‘blues.’ The feeling of Burns’ lyrics have a ‘blues’ emotion in the dominant context.
Semantics can be strange but the dictionary gives the word for blue: melancholy, etc. and
other similar words.) Burns wrote a number of poems that have a ‘blues’ feeling and is noted
for his expression in poetry that are close to the feelings of the blues. Instead of the ‘Afton’
substitute the ‘Mississippi’ or ‘Shawnee’ and you have a typical blues theme song.
Burns wrote many poems that are like the theme of blues. He might be called one of
the earliest blues songwriters. In his own words he reports on how he writes lyrics to a song:

Burns wrote the poem ‘Flow Gently Sweet Afton’ in 1788 and later Jonathan E
Spilman in 1837 set the poem to music. The original poem is basically a blues as the person
is longing for his deceased wife that is buried near the stream of Afton. Burns found melody
the most important thing in music. Other songs that are well known of Burns include:
‘Comin’ Through the Rye,’ and ‘Red Red Rose’.
The poem ‘Sweet Afton’ describes the Afton stream in Ayrshire, Scotland and was set
to music by Jonathan E. Spilman. In the town of New Cumnock in East Ayrshire there is a
bridge across the Afton there is a plaque commemorating Burns and his poem. The stream
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‘Afton’ gives its name to the Glen of Afton, having connections with William Wallace, Robert
Bruce and Mary Queen of Scots.
Burns sent his poem for Mrs. Dunlop and commented: ‘There is a small river, Afton,
that falls into the Nith, near New Cumnock, which has some charming, wild, romantic
scenery on its banks.’
Jonathan E. Spilman – 1912-1896
Spilman was born in Greenville, Muhlenberg, Kentucky and graduated from Illinois
College in 1835. While at Transylvania Law School in 1837 he wrote the music for Burns’
‘Flow Gently Sweet Afton’. The melody is used for one of many to the Christmas tune ‘Away
in a Manger’. He worked as a lawyer for 18 years and then became a Presbyterian minister
when 46 years old.
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Intro-8, A-8, A2-8, B1-4, B2-4, A3-8, Coda-4
There are at least 150 melodies for the lyrics of ‘Away in a Manger’. Many blues have
the same type of heritage. The Son House ‘Death Letter’ is one that I have given three known
uses of the lyrics. I give a few examples of the Afton history. Some of Robert Johnson’s blues
have a previous blues heritage that Johnson uses as a basis of his songs. Some blues are based
on early folk melodies, Scottish ballads or field hollers. Many blues that have their basis in
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folk songs are almost impossible to secure the date when the first one was presented. Many
classic themes have been turned into popular songs in this same technique. Blues, like this
‘manger’ song uses earlier melodies, sentiments or lyrics. See ‘Letter Edged in Black,’ (page
211) ‘Death Letter’ of ‘Son’ House, (page 216) and ‘Death Letter Blues’ (199). Many blues
have earlier origins in folk songs or other blues. I use the’ manger’ example to show that
both early songs and blues had backgrounds in other melodies or ideas.
J E Clark (1887)
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William J Kirkpatrick (1895)
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Luther & J R Murray – (1887)
The melody of this adaptation is very close to the Johann Strauss Jr.’s ‘Geschichten
aus dem Wiener-Wald’ (Tales of Vienna Woods, Op 325 written in 1868). This adaptation
was written in 1887. (See next page __ for Strauss’s piece.)
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Johann Strauss – Vienna Woods, #4 (1868)

Stauss-1835

later in life

Johann Strauss Jr – 1825-1899
Strauss was an Austrian composer who composed over 500 waltzes, polkas and
quadrilles. He was called ‘The Waltz King.’ Strauss was born in St. Ulrich (near Vienna)
and was the son of Johann Strauss I, a well known and respected composer on his own. Two
of the most famous works that are still performed today are ‘Blue Danube Waltz’ (see
Jerome Kern’s Blue Danube Blues- 1921, section C1) and ‘Die Fledermaus’. His family life
was like a blues lyric. His father abounded his family and ran off with his mistress. After a
very successful musical career around Vienna he came to the U.S. and took part in the Boston
Festival of Patrick Gilmore performing his ‘Blue Danube Waltz’. He died of pleural
pneumonia in the spring of 1899.
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Frederick Douglas and Robert Burns
The influence of Robert Burns in the Americas’ was profound and especially
profound in the music of African-Americans. He was a great influence for the voice of liberty,
equality and brotherhood. Douglas first book he purchased was a set of poems by Robert
Burns that never left his side. (Lincoln also loved Burns Poems). One of Burns’ poems stated:
“Then let us pray that come it may (as come it will for a’ that) that man to man the
world o’er shall brithers be for a’ that.”
Burns opinion on slavery can be seen in his poem ‘The Slave’s Lament.’ It was
composed in 1792. In this poem he writes of a Senegalese slave bound for Virginia from
Jamaica. Douglas wrote:
“I have ever esteemed Robert Burns a true soul. Burns lived in the midst of a bigoted
and besotted clergy – a pious, but corrupt generation. A proud, ambitious and contemptuous
aristocracy, who, esteemed a little more than a man, and looked upon the plowmen, such
as was the noble Burns, as being little better than a brute. He became disgusted with the
pious frauds, indignant at the bigotry, filled with contempt for the hollow pretensions set up
by the shallow-brained aristocracy. (This feeling of Burns is much like the plight of the
slaves.) He broke loose from the moorings which society had thrown around him. The
elements of character that urged Burns onward are in us all, and influencing our conduct
every day of our lives. We may pity one, but we can’t despise one. We may condemn one’s
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faults, but only as we condemn our own. Burns wry weakness was an index of his strength.
Full of faults of a grievous nature, yet far more faultless then may who have come down to
us in the pages of history as saints.”
Garrison wrote an anti slavery anthem to his ‘Auld Lang Syne’ and many of the black
population saw Burns as accurately describing their plight. This song has a blues feeling.
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The Galley Slave – written prior to publication date of 1798 – in-American Musical
Miscellany
Some 200 hundred years before the first ‘traditional Blues’ were played we have songs
that are ‘blues’ in nature and while they don’t use the term Blues the lyrics speak of the
feeling of the blues.
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Thomas Haynes Bayly (Bayley) – (1797-1819)
Bayly, an English songwriter and dramatist, was born at Bath on the 13th of October
1797. He was educated at Winchester and at St Mary Hall, 'Oxford, with a view to entering
the church or having a career as an attorney. While on a visit to Dublin however, he
discovered his ability to write ballads, and on his return to England in 1824 he quickly gained
a wide reputation with "I'd be a Butterfly," following this up with "We met - 'twas in a
crowd.’ ‘She Wore a Wreath of Roses,’ ‘’Oh, No, We Never Mention Her’ and other light
and graceful songs for which his name is still remembered. He set some of his songs to music
himself; a well-known example is ‘Gaily the Troubadour.’ Bayly also wrote two novels, The
Aylmers and A Legend of Killarney, and numerous plays. His most successful dramatic piece
was Perfection, which was produced by Madame Vestris and received high praise from Lord
Chesterfield. Bayly had married in 1826 an Irish heiress, but her estates were mismanaged
and the anxiety caused by financial difficulties undermined his health. He died on the 22nd
of April 1839.
I include Bayly as he was a very popular poet and songwriter in his era. His work is
described as either grave or gay. His song ‘Long, Long Ago’ was one of the most popular
songs in America in 1843. It has a longing, bluesy feeling.
A close relationship exist between the song ‘Long, Long Ago’ and the 1940 song ‘Don’t
Sit Under the Apple Tree’. I give both songs for your examination. (See page 61) Also given
are lyrics that are the feelings of the blues and the feelings of the boy toward his mother that
show that a blues feeling existed almost from the beginning of poems and music.

Thomas Haynes Bayly
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1862 - The Slave’s Lamentation –(set to tune of Bayly’s ‘Long, Long Ago’)
The title ‘blues’ does not appear in every piece of music that has the feeling of a blues.
This ‘blues’ feeling can be seen in the many songs especially his song ’A Slave’s Lament’ of
a slave’s sad life, especially when a slave lost one of his own by death, separation or
discontent. The below song has lyrics added to the old song ‘Long, Long Ago.’ The lyrics tell
of a person’s feelings of the past that is gone forever. The song ‘Long, Long Ago’ was written
in England in 1833 by Thomas Haynes Bayly. It was very popular in America in 1844.
There were many sad episodes in the life of a slave and one of the saddest was the
separation of the slave’s family. The following tells of this sadness and can be seen as a blues.

A-8, B-8
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Many of Bayly’s songs are noted as ‘grave’ subjects and like John Dowland and Robert
Burns they have a blues feeling and theme.
Long, Long Ago
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1845? - The Rover’s Bride – Bayly & Lee

George Alexander Lee – 1802-1851
Lee was born in London, the son of Henry Lee a prizefighter. He was a well -known
tenor and appeared in Dublin and London and joined the opera at the Tottenham Street
Theatre in 1829. He was then at Drury Land and Covent Gardens. He composed music for
a number of plays. For a short period he had a music-selling business at the Quadrant. There
were many songs written about a man leaving his wife for a prolonged ship voyage. Other
prolonged travel is written about and while the lyrics do not use the term blues, the lyrics
speak of this feeling. This feeling of blues many times turns into grief as the love one is lost
and is given up as dead.
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A1-16, 2 bars (break), A2-12, B-8, C-9, D-8
Section A2 could be a blues with chords not quite in the blues progression but it is 12
bars long. The feeling is that of a blues. The Rover was a ship that traveled around from the
port cities of Australia. It tells the story of a lover who has gone to sea and upon his return
he died.
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1851 - Ginger Blue by R. W. Pelham

The theme of this song could be a blues theme. It is about one man in competition
with another for a lady’s hand.
Richard ‘Dick’ Ward Pelham (Richard Ward Pell) – 1815-1876)
Born in New York City Pelham was a minstrel that performed in blackface in the
early 1840s. He was a renowned dancer. In 1843 Pelham formed the Virginia Minstrels, the
1st group to present a complete minstrel show in 1843. He played the tambourine in the group
and played it like a drum and was one of the first minstrel ‘Endman’. He was famous for a
‘stump’ speech – ‘A Brief Battering at the Blues.’
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After the group broke up Pelham lived in England. For a brief time he reformed the
group and performed with this new from April 24th to May 7th, 1844. His final performance
was on August 19, 1856. He had married an English actress and died near Liverpool,
England in 1876.
An article appeared in ‘The Times’ stating a review of Pelham’s act that was
unfavorable. A Mr. Buchanan stated: (Oct 22, 1852)
‘Marylebone – Novelty and variety have certainly not; been among the desiderata at
this theatre of late, for no sooner are the talents of ‘that eminent American tragedian’. Mr.
R. W. Pelham appears thereon. He is described in the bills as ‘the only true delineator of the
slaves and free blacks that has ever appeared at any theatre in Europe or America’ pretty
bold assertion this – and he has been playing the character of Sambo “Hit-‘em-Hard” every
night of the past week in a piece we believe, of his own compilation. We must observe that
Mr. Pelham’s entertainment and Mr. Pelham’s acting were dry, tame and ineffective. His
Cotton Picking Reel,’ as it was termed, was a very wretched imitation of Juba’s style of
dancing.’
Pelham replied to this review:
‘I can prove by the American press the fact of my having danced before the public in
his own style before juba was heard of. (The Times, Monday, Oct. 23, 1852)
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Intro-4, A1-4, B-4, C-4, A2-4, Dance-7
This is a typical minstrel song with the ending section probably used as a dance. The
minstrels presented to the American public a glimpse of the life of the Negro, though it might
be only a glimpse. It did bring Negro music to the American public who accepted the
minstrels as a popular form of entertainment. It set the acceptance of the blues by the
American public.
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I Had left Alabama - Marshall S. Pike – (1818 – 1901)

Pike
Pike was born in 1818 in Westborough, Mass. At 14 he began composing songs. He
was the drum major for the 22nd regiment of Mass Volunteers during the Civil War. He was
captured at the Battle of Gaines Mill and sent to Libby Prison. He formed a glee club there
to entertain his fellow prisoners.
Before the war he achieved great popularity as a Negro minstrel, and the author and
composer of songs. He used his voice in a falsetto, and he assumed female parts with great
success. He is the author of ‘Home Again’ and ‘Happy Are We Tonight,’ ‘Lone Stormy
Hours,’ and a host of other well-known songs in his era. When the war broke out he helped
recruit the band and entered the 22nd as drum major. He was taken prisoner at Gaines Mill
and held until the following December, when the band, having been mustered out, received
his discharge. After the war he continued his musical compositions, and re-entered
minstrelsy. Later he was in the hotel business for several years. Some 10 year later he became
steward on the ‘Constitution,’ a freighter on the lakes, where he was still engaged, and his
address was in Cleveland, Ohio.
An obituary appeared in the local paper, (see below) the songwriter, was announced
by the Topeka State Journal Feb.6, under the heading ‘Poor Spike Dead.’ The dispatch
began:
‘Boston, Feb. 26, Marshall Spike, poet, sing and actor is dead in his house in Uptown. The
songwriter is referred to as ‘Mr. Spike’ all thought it. The night editor will blare the
telegraph of course.’
U. F. Orway 1818Orway was in the band of the 22nd Regimental Band of the Mass. volunteers. He was
a musician and wrote the lyrics for the Marshall Pike song ‘Bound for Alabam’. He joined
the band in 1861 and mustered out in 1962.
A partial list of band members included: Salem T Weld, Solomon J Taft,
John S Bond, William Dee, Fred W Kimball, Charles C Nichols, Austin Wallace, U F Orway
and Marshall Pike (drum major)
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The band was the town band of Westborough, Mass. and saw action during the Civil
War at Gaines Mills battle. A number of the band became prisoners of war during the battle
– including Orway and Pike. In the journal of Westborough, Mass we find the following
entries:
“The old Westborough band formed the nucleus of the 2nd Regimental Band. It was
recruited by Solom T Weld of Westborough, and while the band was forming, the members
lived and rehearsed at Rocklaen in the house of Mr. Pike, the drum major. The instruments
were furnished by the government the band was mustered into service Oct. 5, 1861 only 3
days before the Regiment left the State. Four of the members were discharged for disability,
and 21 by order of the War Dept August 11th, 1862, discharging regimental bands. Dr. Major
Pike was a prisoner of war at this time, and was discharged the following Christmas, on his
release from rebel prison. The band was a favorite with the regiment, their music doing much
to release the monotony of camp life. In all the engagements of the regiment they went in
with the stretchers and did good service. It was a cause for regret when the orders came for
their discharge. Major Pike, who was taken prisoner, saw the body of Colonel Grove lying
on the field, and was allowed to take his belt. Col. Grove’s body has never been recovered,
and he sleeps in an unknown grave. Pike wrote a poem for the Colonel.”
“He sleeps where the blest of our glorious dead
Where left on the sacred land;
Where to closing deeds, ere his spirit fled
He led with a bold command. He sleeps, yes, he sleeps, undisturbed by war,
Through traitors tramp over his breast
And with those who slumber in glory afar,
He takes an immortal rest.”
Also in the Journal we find a paragraph by Corporal J. L. Parker:
“My old friend, M. S. Pike, our drum Major was in this room (a room where prisoners
are kept) He got a stout stick from somewhere, and a nail. We then cut off a piece of my
fence-pulling that I had brought in from young Gaine’s fence, and nailed it across the top of
Pike’s stick. Some flannel from the shoulder-lining of my overcoat was next torn up and
wound about the cross-piece, and I had a crutch not to be despised. The hole in my leg was
gradually healing, and with crutch and ‘cane’ I thought I could get on very well if the rebels
would only let me go. Marshall does not remember his kindness to me, but I shall never forget
it, and I take this opportunity to say that his cheerfulness in trying situations and his
readiness to help any one who needed assistance, did much to make camp life pleasant and
prisoner existence endurable.
The chorus is 12 measures long. While it is not in the traditional blues progression its
subject is blues oriented. The chord progression of the chorus uses the D, G and A chords of
a blues progression. It is 12 bars in length.
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1849 - I Hab Left Alabama – Marshall S. Pike & J. P. Orway
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Intro-8, A1-8, A2-8, Chorus=B-12, Coda 8
This song has a blues feeling with similar blues lyrics.
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New York Times, Feb. 15, 1901
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1850 - I Have Got the Blues – Gustave Blessner

Gustave Blessner
Gustave Blessner (1808-1888)
There is very little info on Gustave Blessner. He wrote both classical music and
popular music of his era. The Library of Congress has 113 pieces of his that include polkas,
marches, waltzes, gallops, mazurkas, ballads, opera, quick steps and patriotic music-often
dedicated to a general and other military themes and other styles. ‘I’ve got the Blues’ is said
to be the first musical published music that uses the word blues in its title (1850).
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Sarah M. Graham (1877 - ??)
Born in Neola, Pollwattrmie County, Iowa. Married Ralph Stelle.
The lyrics are by Miss Sarah Graham. They tell the story of an evening of
entertainment in which the singer drinks too much. The preceding day the singer is sick, and
his lady had not got in touch with him and he wonders if the guests are also sick. Each verse
of the song contains the following lines:
“Then I was gayest of the gay
But I have got the blues today
Then I was gayest of the gay
But I have got the blues today”
This song is often said to be the first blues-titled song. It is a blues (titular blues) in
name only although the lyrics are blues like.
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‘But I have got the Blues today’
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‘Had got, like me, the blues to-day’
Intro-8, A1-8 A2-8, B-transition-8, Coda-C-8

Of course this first example of using the word ‘blues’ in a title of a song and the word
‘blues’ mentioned in its lyrics is not a blues style. But the one thing that songs using blues in
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context of a song is the same feeling as a standard blues – this is – the sad or melancholy
emotion. (Gay in lyrics meaning - happy) The word blues is mentioned 4 times in the 1st verse.
The structure begins with an 8 bar introduction. A1 – 8 bars, A2 - 8 bars, ‘B’ – 8 bars of
transition to: A3’ – same music as A1’A4’ – same music as A2’‘C’ - Very similar music to ‘B’
with only a few changes in melody but the rhythm is the same.
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1851 - Old Folks At Home (‘Way Down Upon the Sewanee River’) – Stephen Foster A similar blues feeling is seen in Stephen Foster’s many songs and especially in his
songs ‘Old Folks At Home.’ ‘Gentle Annie’ ‘Old Dog Tray’ ‘Hard Times Come Again No
More’ and ‘My Old Kentucky Home’ His songs have a forlorn emotional contexts with a
blues feeling.

A1-9, A2-8, B-4, A3-4
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Intro-4, A1-8, A2-8, B-4, A3-4
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1854 - Hard Times come Again No More – Stephen Foster
Prior to the Civil War Foster, having a hard time himself, wrote this song. The theme
of the song has been used in other songs and is associated with the Charles Dickens book
‘Hard times’. Foster met Dickens near Pittsburgh when Dickens was sick and introduced to
Dr. McDowell. Foster later married the doctor’s daughter, Jennie. Similar songs with this
theme were recorded by Bob Dylan and Bruce Springsteen. While attending a Negro
religious gathering Foster heard many Negro melodies and said that ‘they were too good to
be lost.’ Scraps of some of them are used in ‘Hard times’
Hard Times come Again no More – Stephen Foster – 1854
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Intro-4, A1-4, A2-4, B-8, Coda-4
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1853 - They’ve Sold Me Down the River – George Root & Frances Jane Van Alstyne
George Root - (1820-1875) and Frances Jane Van Alstyne (Fannie Crosby) (18201915)
Root used the pseudonym ‘G. Friedrich Wurzel’ when writing minstrel songs.

George Root/G.Friedrich Wurzel
George Frederick Root (1820-1866) (G. Frederick Wurzel – (Wurzel - German for root)
George Frederick Root, aka G. Fredrich Wurzel, was born in Sheffield, MA on 30th
of August 1820, and died, at the age of 74, on Bailey's Island, ME on 6th August 1895. He
published over 500 pieces of music from 1848 until 1896. He used his German surname
Wurzel, the English equivalent of Root, for his minstrel songs. He had two brothers,
Ebenezer Towner Root and William A. Root; and five sisters, among was Francis A. Root
(who played and taught piano, sang and gave vocal instruction) and the youngest sister was
Fannie Root. He married Mary Olive Woodman in August 1845 and they had two sons,
Frederick Woodman Root and Charles Root, and four daughters: [Mrs.] Clara Louise Root
[Burnham] (who collaborated on several cantatas with him); Grace Woodman Root, Mary
"May" Olive Root, (a mezzo-soprano), and Helen "Nellie" Clara Root (a contralto). The two
(Root & Fanny Crosby) wrote a number of musical works together. His father, Frederic
Ferdinand Root, died in 1866 and his mother, Sarah Flint, lived from 1796-1881, dying at
the age of 85. He is best known for his patriotic songs: ‘Just Before the Battle, Mother,’
‘Tramp, Tramp, Tramp,’ and ‘The Battle Cry of Freedom.’

1853 - They’ve Sold Me Down the River - George Root (G Friedrich Wurzel)
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If ever there ever was a bluesy lyric it is this one. The man, having lost his home and his
family is then ‘Sold Down the River’.
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Intro-4, A1-4, A2-4, A3-4, A4-4, chorus-A1-4, A2-4
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Fanny Crosby - (1820-1914)

Fanny Crosby
Her name not usually present on Root’s music but she wrote many of the words for
them. She didn’t want her name on the popular lyrics she had written as she was known for
hymn lyrics. This procedure, of using a pseudonym was also used by ragtime composers such
as J Bodewalt Lampe’s pseudonym - Ribe Danmark.
Fanny Crosby (1820-1914)
Born at South East, Putnam County, New York she became blind at the age of six.
She was educated at the New York Institution for the Blind. She was a great student and in
1847 became a teacher at the Institute. She had possessed a great talent for poetic endeavors
and began writing poetry at age 8/9. She also began writing song with George Root. She
primarily wrote numerous hymns and throughout her life she is said to have written 8,000
hymns. She was known as the queen of hymns. She also wrote popular song with Root and
often her name either didn’t appear in the published work or she used a pen name (said to
have used 200 pen names.). It was though that: 1) she didn’t want her correct name in
popular songs, and, 2) She was so prolific that she had to use different names as a publisher
didn’t want to use her real name as it might hurt sales. After reading her bio I think that this
woman would be a great role model for any young person while growing up. She knew all
U.S. presidents from Jefferson to her death and was friends to many. Her hymns are
characterized by simplicity, directness and intense earnestness and her hymns were close to
Negro spirituals with the feelings of the blues. Just as Negro spirituals were the ancestor’s of
blues so were her gospel hymns sung in most every church in the US and an influence on
other composers. She had a wonderful mind and it is said that she would write 12 poems in
her mind at one time. One of her most popular works was the famous ‘Gospel Hymns.’ She
married Alexander Van Alstyne, a music teacher at the Institute who was also blind. She was
one of the most famous poets and songwriters of her era. Among the Cantatas written with
Root are: ‘The Flower Queen’- in 1844, and ‘The Pilgrim Fathers’ in 1854.
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New York Times, Feb. 13, 1915 - Obituary (very long for an obit). She was very famous in
here era.)
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Pseudonym of Fanny Crosby – Like some classical composers who wrote ragtime she
used pseudonyms to hide her identity.
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William Shakespeare Hays – 1837-1907

William Hays was born William Hays in Louisville, Kentucky and would spend the
most of his life in Kentucky. He was a poet and a composer. He published his first poem in
1856. He was similar to the other poet/musicians and wrote lyrics to his music. He received
the nickname ‘Shakespeare’ and made it a part of his name. His works show a great amount
of variety, ranging from serious hymns to minstrel tunes. His style was like his peer Stephen
Foster and often his songs were mistaken for the Foster’s similar style works. He wrote over
350 songs in his lifetime.
He worked at a music store in Louisville and continued to write poetry and songs.
Many of his publications were under the name of Syah (Hays spelt backwards). He claimed
to have written ‘Dixie.’ At Faulds Publishers in 1858, a year before Dan Emmett and the
Bryant Minstrels first performed the song. ‘At times he published his poems under the name
of Nora O’Neal.
He sold about 20 million copies of his works. His songs range from minstrel tunes to
hymns. His style was close to Stephen Foster and his fame was always second to Foster’s
popularity
In his later years he claimed to have been the composer of ‘Dixie’ and was to have
written it in 1858. Dixie, played in a moderate tempo is not considered a blues song but there
are many blues songs that speak about returning to their state as ‘Alabama Bound’ and
many others.
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Hays always thought that he should be see as bright a light as Stephen Foster’s and
Hay’s but his popularity never equaled Fosters. ‘I wish I was in the Land of Cotton,’(Dixie)
could be ‘I have the blues for the land of cotton’’

Authorship claimed by Hays
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1864 - We May Never Meet Again –– William Shakespeare Hays
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Initro-8, A1-4, A2-4, B-4, A3-4, C-8
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1862 - She Sat and Sang Alway - op 57 #4 –
Samuel Coleridge Taylor & Christina Rossetti
Christna Rossetti – (Lyrics) 1830-1894

Girlhood of Mary Virgin
Christina Rossetti
Painted by Danti Rossetti
Born in London, Rossetti was well-educated parents and was home taught. She was
sickly at 14 with a nervous breakdown and bouts of depression and other illnesses
throughout her life. She became very religious and this played a major role in her life. Her
brother (Dante) was an artist and it is her in his painting ‘Girlhood of Mary Virgin.’ In 1848
she published her first poem at 18. Her most famous poem was ‘Goblin Market’ of 1859.
This poem made her the main female poet of her time. Samuel Coleridge Taylor used six of
Rossetti’s poem and composed ‘Six Sorrow Songs,’ of which ‘She Sat and Sang Always’ is
one of six.
Like Dowland and Burns, Rossetti’s lyrics have a blues feeling and in this piece you
must understand that she uses her lyrics as a parable. The lyrics speak of a difference
between a man and a woman, just as in the lyrics of a blues. While the lyrics do not come
right out and outwardly tell of some feelings, Rosseetti’s uses parables to make a point.
Example: ‘I sat and wept always ‘neath the moon’s most shad’wy beam, watching the
blossoms of the May weep leave, the blossoms weep leaves…’ One can translate these words
to a blues vernacular – ‘I am blue and my live is falling apart, no money, no job, no woman’.
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Samuel Coleridge Taylor – 1875-1912

Born in Holborn, England of mixed parents (mother was white, father an African from Sierra
Leone. He was one of the first great Negro composers of classical music. They were not married and
father went to Africa without knowledge of a son. His mother remarried and Samuel was raised in
that household. He studied violin as a child and entered the Royal Academy of Music as a violin
student but after about 2 years changed to composition. At 16 he wrote his ‘In Thee, O Lord.’ One
of his collaborators was Paul Lawrence Dunbar from 1872-1906. He wrote a large number of
classical works including composition in most forms of music including a ‘Symphony in A minor’,
the cantata ‘Hiawatha’s Wedding Feast’ - considered his masterpiece. This composition rivaled
Handel’s ‘Messiah’ during his era. He toured America three times (1904, 1906 and 1910 to much
success- even meeting President Teddy Roosevelt. His piece ‘African Suite’, Opus 35 showed an
early use of blue tones (flatted 5th, & 7th). He wrote many songs using Negro themes and subjects.
The Fisk Jubilee Singers and their world tour introduced Coleridge to African
American spirituals. He spent time on collecting the traditional music of Africans and
African Americans. This interest resulted in his ’24 Negro Melodies, Opus 59. The program
notes on the song:
“What Brahms has done for the Hungarian folk music, Dvorak for the Bohemian,
and Grieg for the Norwegian, I have tried to do for these Negro melodies”. The style was
mostly of theme and variation” which is a jazz technique.
Jeffrey Green writes on the legacy of Coleridge:
“By including Africa, Afro- American, and Afro-Caribbean elements in this
compositions in melody and in title, as well as by being visibly and proudly of African
descent, the music and the achievements of Samuel Coleridge-Taylor had made black concert
musicians proud and able to walk tall, especially in America where the compositions of
European masters dominated in concert hall programs.” Taylor, by his works, especially
those of African themes, showed that Negroes did have the capacity to write serious music
and that because of the success of Taylor in England and the U.S. Negro composers could be
accepted in the music industry.
He was paid only by the publisher for his music and his money situation influenced
the adaptation of the composer royalty system. His musical activities include: composing
music and poetry, conducting, judging at festivals, lectures, and his philosophy and in civil
rights. He died of pneumonia at the age of 37. One of his major works is ‘The African Suite’
and one will find the use of ‘blue notes within the composition.
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Other Photos of Taylor

1

Taylor in1881 (6 years old)
She Sat and sang Always –from ‘6 Sorrow Songs’ (#4) – 1862
She sat and sang always by the green margin of a stream
Watching the fishes leap and play beneath the glad sun beam
I sat and wept always ‘neath the moon’s most shading beam
Watching the blossoms of thee May weep leaves,
The blossoms weep leave into the stream.
I weep for memory she sang for hope that is so fair
My tears were swallowed by the sea.
Her song died, died on the air.
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3

4

Intro-6, A1-8, A2-8, Extension-4, B-8, A3-8, Extension-4, C-8, D-10, Coda-6

5

1898 - African Suite –
No2 – A Negro Love Song
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1862 - Young Eph’s Lament – J. B. Murphy
Another popular song in the 19th century has lyrics that resemble a blues and reminds
one of Burn’s songs of a slave’s lament. I believe one of the three men is Murphy. This is in
Watertown, Wisconsin and that he was the composer of ‘Young Eph’s Lament’

James B. Murphy and his brother Nicholas Murphy both lived in Watertown. James owned a
Painting and Decorating Store and Nicholas was a Stone Cutter. James was married to Emma
Charboneau and Nicholas was married to Mary Alice Casey. James died: May 9, 1915, in
Watertown, WI. Nicolas died: December 30, 1936, in Watertown, WI.
The many personal friends and acquaintances of J. B. Murphy were much grieved to hear of his
death which occurred at his home in Watertown last Sunday, May 9, 1915.
For the past fifty years Mr. Murphy has been a well known figure in the business activity of
Watertown commercially and socially. The following extracts are taken from an extensive
obituary notice which appeared in the Watertown papers:
“Mr. James B. Murphy, engaged in business in Watertown for more than half a century, passed
away in the family home, 301 Church Street, Sunday morning, following an illness of three
months. Mr. Murphy suffered a stroke of paralysis in February, and gradually failed.
“Born in Richmond, Mass., December 25, 1844, Mr. Murphy was a son of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Bartholomew Murphy, who removed with their family to Ohio a few years after the birth of the
son James and came to this vicinity about 1860, settling on a farm in the town of Shields. In
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1861, Mr. Murphy came to Watertown and entered the employ of the painting and decorating
firm of Straw & Goodrow.
“His natural artistic talents assured Mr. Murphy an early success in this line of business and it
was only about three years later that he went to Chicago in response to flattering offers. Mr.
Goodrow retired from the Watertown firm, and Mr. Straw, needing a partner, made Mr.
Murphy an offer which induced him to return to Watertown, where he rounded out a half
century as a master painter and decorator and dealer in painting and decorating
supplies. Following the death of Mr. Straw, Mr. Murphy became the head of the firm, which
was later incorporated under the name of the J. B. Murphy Company.”
Mr. Murphy was a prominent member of the Knights of Columbus and was identified with the
Catholic Total Abstinence Union of America since its organization over forty years ago.
He was prominent in the Master Painters Association of Wisconsin and he, himself, was
conceded to be one of the best artists, with the brush, in the northwest. As a portrait painter
he had few equals and no superiors. Church decorations in Watertown and all over this vicinity
testify to his skill in that line.
“Mr. Murphy’s marriage to Miss Emma Charboneau took place in Watertown, February 5,
1879. Their marriage was not blessed with children, but resulted in a beautiful home life, about
which Mr. Murphy’s interests were largely centered. Though his talents as a speaker and
organizer made his services in much demand, he preferred to spend quiet evenings and Sundays
at home, giving vent to his talents as painter, draughtsman and musician.
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S. S. Purdy 1836-1876
Purdy was born in Troy, New York and was a well-known and prominent comedian
and excelled in the song and dance of ‘Nicodemus Johnson’ and claimed to have been the
originator of ‘Johnson’. In 1867 he was co-proprietor of Purdy, Coes and Converse
Minstrels. In 1872 he was with Purdy, Scott and
Fostellers minstrels. In 1863-64 he
was with Hooley’s Minstrels in Brooklyn. In 1867-68 he was with Kelly and Leon’s Minstrels.
In 1876 he took out a company called the Purdy Combination that had a brief existence.
Purdy was a prominent Negro entertainer in minstrel show. He was with the Floating
Palace in 1859. In researching his activities he belonged to at least 17 minstrel companies as
well as two of his own. He was a featured as an end man (Tambo) in many of these minstrels
that was an important position in the minstrels.
‘Young Eph’s Lament’ was performed by Purdy in minstrel shows. The minstrels had
Negro and White minstrels that usually performed in blackface a position that ridiculed
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blacks and depicted the race as ignorant. The opinion then believed it was a lack of a black’s
ability to learn – so that it is not as much an insult, as at any time a person can be ignorant
of some facts.
In the song ‘Young Eph’ the song preaches the end of the war and a situation where
the slave had a defined role but not a great situation for the institution of slavery. It was
published in Missouri, a border state, ostensibly a Union state but the state contained many
Confederate troops and sympathizers. This situation led to guerrilla warfare.

Bones (clapper)

Minstrel playing bones

Tambourines

First Minstrel band – tambourine, fiddle, banjo and bones
Left to right-Dick Pelham (tambourine), Dan Emmet (violin), Billy Whitlock(banjo)
And Frank Brower (bones)
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Dan Emmett

Billy Whitlock

The minstrels preceded the popularity of the blues but set the stage for the acceptance
of Negro music and the blues. (When I was young, around the late 1940s I performed in a
few minstrel performances, usually given by churches or community organizations.) My
father was in a church minstrel and used two spoons for bones. That was the extent of his
entertainment career, having to work two jobs to raise my brother and I and our mother.
There were some blues used in the minstrel but mostly they were entertaining shows and one
could call musical shows on early TV such as the Ed Sullivan show, the Andy Williams show
and many others that used only the ‘olio’ part of the minstrels.
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Christie’s Minstrels
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S S Purtdy’s location for many of his performances- ‘The floating Palace’

That’s Entertainment
Spalding and Rogers Floating Palace
The Floating Palace was an amphitheater constructed on a barge in Cincinnati, Ohio,
at a cost of $42,000. It had a standard size 42 ft circus ring, a seating capacity of 2400, and
was decorated with carved woodwork, mirrors, velvet hangings, and thick carpets. 200 gas
jets lighted the palace, and the steam engine on a towboat furnished heat. The towboat also
held a menagerie. Spalding and Rogers Floating Palace opened in Pittsburgh in March 1852,
and was an all year attraction that annually toured the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers and
spent winters in New Orleans. In 1857 Gilbert R. Spalding and Charles J. Rogers opened the
“Spalding & Rogers Railroad Circus” on nine custom-built cars. Their tour started in
Washington D.C. and traveled through the states of Pennsylvania, New, Massachusetts,
Maine, the British provinces, Michigan, and Ohio. In Ohio they continued their tour along
the river on the Spalding and Rogers Floating Palace.

Young Eph’s Lamentation
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Could be named ‘Young Eph’s Blues’ as it has the feelings of a blues.
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Intro-8, A1-8, A2-8, B1-4 B2-4, B3-4, B4-8
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The Lover’s lament – n.d.
Another example of a blues feeling is this lament. It is about parting lovers. The song is an also an
example of the melodic art to suit the lyrics. As with many folk songs, this song lists no songwriter.
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1863 - I Remember the Hour When Sadly We Parted – B. Frank Walters & Ednor Rossiter
Many blues lyrics tell about the separation of a man and a woman. During the Civil
War era this parting was heightened by men going to war. It was the era of the sentimental
song and the blues fit right in with the era’s feelings.
Nothing could be found on the life of the two composers. Rossiter did wrote many
songs during the war including: ‘I remember the Hour,’ ‘I loved that Dear Old Flag,’ ’Come
in out of the Draft,’ ‘Kind Friends are Near Her’, ‘They Pray for Me at Home’, and ‘Or Boys
are Marching Home.’
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Intro -4, A1-4, A2-4, B-4, C-8
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1863 - After the Draft is Over – Edna Rossiter & B Frank Walters
This song is dedicated to all disconsolate conscripts. The other title is ‘How Are You
Conscript?’ It was composed as a ‘comic song’ that tells of how unpopular and unfair the
Confederate draft was during the Civil War. The lyrics show the debate over slavery, the
Secession and the crisis of the war especially in Tennessee, a divided border state. Within the
lyrics we find the phrase ‘I felt rather blue.’ A feeling that most every soldier in the Civil
War possessed this same blues feeling.
The use of the word ‘blues’ in the lyrics is an early example of the use of the word in popular
music.
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‘I ‘felt rather blue’
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1866 - Freedom on the Old Plantation- Patrick Gilmore
Patrick Gilmore was one of the best-known band conductors of his era. He is said to
be the composer of ‘When Johnny Comes Marching Home’. This Gilmore song expresses the
feeling of the slaves when they were free. If things turned out differently and the slaves did
have real freedom there might have not have been any blues. The Negro slaves were in for a
situation that was not slavery, but this new found freedom had a prejudice against them that
was almost as bad as slavery. They were on their own for the first time and it was difficult
for them. If only the lyrics of this song could be true.
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B3-2,

Intro-4, A1-2, A2-2, A3-2, A4-2, B1-2, B2-2,
A6-4, A7-1, A8-2, A9-2, A10-2, B4-2, B5-2, B6-2, A11-5

A5-2,
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186? - No One To Love –W. B. Harvey & A.H.G. Richardson–
This song is another of the many popular songs of the era that have a blues feeling.
While the song does not use the word blues, it has other words that express the feeling of the
blues.
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Intro-16, A1-8, A2-8, B-8, A3-9, A3-8, C-16
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1867 - They Told Me Not To Love Him – E. Thomas

This is another song that has a blues feeling. These could be called ‘titular’ blues even
if the title does or does not use the word blues. The theme is one that is used in many
traditional blues.
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Intro-8, A1-4, A2-4, B-4, A2-4, C-4
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1867 - Dar’s Music in Dese Shoes - Saul Ser-Trew
Many of the songs in the minstrels and vaudeville have a blues feeling or mention the
word blues. Below is one example. Many of these songs end with some instrumental music
furnished for a dance routine. Within the lyrics we find the phrase ‘to drive away the blues’.
Like many minstrel tunes it has music for a dance at the end.
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‘To drive away the blues’
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A1-8, A2-8, B-8, C1-8, C2-8
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Slave Spirituals
(Two examples)

1867 - Rain Fall and Wet Becca Lawton - “Slave Songs of the U.S.”
Like the music of John Dowland and Robert Burns, the Negro spirituals also have the
same feeling as the traditional blues and even the ‘titular’ blues.
Who Becky Lawton was, and why she should or should not be wet, and whether the
dryness was a reward or a penalty, none could say. I got the impression that, in either case,
the event was posthumous, and that there was some tradition of grass not growing over the
grave of a sinner: but even this was vague, and all else vaguer.
Lt. Col. Trowbridge heard a story that “Peggy Norton was an old prophetess, who
said that it would not do to be baptized except when it rained; if the Lord was pleased with
those who had been ‘in the wilderness,’; he would send rain.” Mr. Toulinson says that the
song always ends with a laugh and appears therefore to be regarded by the Negroes as mere
nonsense. He adds that when it is used as a rowing tune, at the words “Rock back Holy!” one
rower reaches over back and slaps the man behind him, who in turn does the same, and so
on.
If one does not take a repeat in measure 8, the form would be a 12 bar blues. Perhaps
in transcribing the song the performer repeated the first 8 and the last 4 thinking perhaps
he or she made a mistake. Usually in a repeat the words are different and the song makes
sense if the repeat is not taken. I believe that when transcribing the performance the
performer just repeated the verses then went to the chorus but when doing only one verse
without a repeat it is a true 12 bar blues.

A-8 (plus repeat), B-4
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I’m A-Touble In De Mind – no date
There are many Negro spirituals that deal with the troubled mind of a slave. This
spiritual has a deep blues feeling and is in reality an 8 bar blues.

Samuel Coleridge Taylor wrote an adaptation of this Spiritual in his ’24 Negro Melodies’ Op
59. This song is one of the most beautiful of Negro melodies. It is said that a certain slave
used to sing ‘I’m a-Troubled in Mind’ with so much pathos that few could listen without
weeping from sympathy.
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1871 - Come Again Happy Days – J. R. Thomas (John Rogers)

Here’s another popular song that longs for those ‘happy’ days. If one just adds the
word ‘blues’ one couldn’t tell the difference from this popular song to a titular blues.
J. R. Thomas (1830-1896)
J. R. Thomas was a composer and a singer. He published more than 1140 songs
between 1870 and 1885. Thomas wrote both vocal and piano works. ‘Eilleen Allanna’, in
1876 was his most popular song.

J R Thomas
John Rogers Thomas was born on March 26, 1830 and died on April 5, 1896. He also
may have used the pseudonyms of Charles Osborne, Arthur Percy and Harry Diamond. His
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most popular songs were ‘The Cottage by the Sea’ (1856), ‘ld Friends and Old Times’ (1856),
Bonny the War is Over’(1864), ‘Beautiful Isle of the Sea’(1865), ‘Croquet’ 1867), Eloise’,
‘The Belle of Mohawk Vale’(1858), ‘Tis but a Little Faded flower’ (1860), ‘When Eilleen
Allanna’ (1873), and ‘Rose of Killarney’ (1876). Three large works which he composed are:
1) ‘The Picnic’ (1869), a cantata for schools (children’s operetta), with words by George
Cooper (no date), 2) ‘The Lady in the Mask’ (1870), an operetta, with words by George
Cooper, containing two songs, and, 3) Diamonds Cut Diamonds (1876), a parlor opera in one
act containing seven songs.
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Intro – 8, A1-4, A2-4, B1-8, B2-8, Coda -4
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Claribel (Charlotte Alington Bernard -birth name) (1830-1869)

Claribel
Born in London she married Charles Bernard in 1854. He was the parson of St.
Olaves. She became one of the most successful and prolific composers of the 19 th century in
England. She was both a composer and poet. Being a fan of Alfred Lord Tennyson she wrote
her first song on a poem by Tennyson “The Brook.” She wrote music under the pseudonym
of ‘Claribel.’ Between 1858 and 1869 she wrote 100 ballads. Tennyson used the name
‘Claribel' in 1830 when writing the poem ‘Claribel’, in 1899 and Alington used it as her pen
name. Ralph Vaughn Williams wrote a solo work in 1899 entitled ‘Claribel.' Arlington died
of Typhoid fever in 1869. Many of her songs have a ‘blues’ feeling. One of her poem “I
Cannot Sing the Old Songs” has blues feeling to it.

Alfred Lord Tennyson
Claribel
Where Claribel low-lieth
At eve the beetle boometh
The breezes pause and die,
Athwart the thicket lone:
Letting the rose-leaves fall:
At noon the wild bee hummeth
But the solemn oak-tree sigheth,
About the moss'd headstone:
Thick-leaved, ambrosial,
At midnight the moon cometh,
With an ancient melody
And looketh down alone.Of an inward
agony, Her song the lintwhite swelleth,
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The clear-voiced mavis dwelleth,
The callow throstle lispeth,
The slumbrous wave outwelleth,
The babbling runnel crispeth,
The hollow grot replieth
Where Claribel low-lieth.
I cannot sing the Old Songs

A1-4, A2-4, B-4, A3-4, C-4
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I Cannot Sing the Old Songs
1)
I cannot sing the old songs,
I sung long years ago
For heart and voice would fail me,
And foolish tears would flow;
For bygone hours come o'er my heart,
with each familiar strain
I cannot sing the old songs,
Or dream those dreams again.

3)
I cannot sing the old songs,
For visions come again,
Of golden dreams departed
And years of weary pain;
Perhaps when earthly fetters
shall have set my spirit free.
My voice may know the old songs,
For all eternity.

2)
I cannot sing the old songs,
Their charm is sad and deep;
Their melodies would waken
Old sorrows from their sleep;
And though all unforgotten still,
and sadly sweet they be,
I cannot sing the old songs,
They are too dear to me.
‘I Cannot Sing the Old Songs’ is another song that has the feeling of a blues.
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1871? - Won’t You Tell Me Why Robin – Claribel

A blues for Robin, who is sad and strange who was once blithe and gay and doesn’t
seem to want to see the man singing these lyrics.
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Intro-4, A1-4, A2-4, B1-4, B2-4, C-4, A3-4, A4-4, D-extension
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1876 - What Need Have the Truth to Tell – Claribel This popular song tells of a relationship that is in trouble. This too could be classified as a
blues.
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Intro-4, A1-4, A2-4, B-4, A3-4, A4-4, Extension-4
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1906 - Claribel – Ralph Vaughn Williams
The English composer Ralph Vaughn Williams wrote this song entitled ‘Claribel’.

‘Sigheth’
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‘agony’
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1876 - Oh Ain’t I Got the Blues – A. A. Chapman
Nothing could be found about ‘Chapman’ except that he was a minstrel and a
member of the ‘Welch, Hughes & White’s Minstrels' and wrote music for the troupe.
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‘I’ve got a horrid fit of what the people call ’the blues’
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‘Oh ain’t I got the blues?’
‘Such a terrible fit of the blues’
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(Words for the above music ‘C’ chorus)
Oh ain’t I got the blues! My sadness you’d excuse,
If you knew like me what ‘tis to have
Such a terrible fit of the blues.

The next part of the song is the usual vaudeville song and/or the minstrel song to give
the entertainer a chance to do a dance thus the name ‘song and dance man.’

Intro-8, A-8, B-8, C-8
D-(dance) 8
This song, of course, is not a ‘true’ blues song but the words are in the blues tradition
with a feeling of emotion. It was sung and performed in vaudeville with the performer doing
a dance most probably having dance rhythms to the varied music rhythm.
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1876 - Ginger Blues – Dave Braham

Dave Braham

Harrigan & Hart

I include this song to show that some songs have ’blues’ in the title but refer to the
color blue as in the uniform of the guards. It is given to show that one must be careful when
just looking at the title of a song. Harrigan and Hart - a pair extremely popular on Broadway,
had Dave Braham compose a number of musical scores for the team.
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Intro-8, drum Cadence-4, A1-8, A2-8 B-8, C1-8, C2-8
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– 1879 - Farewell! But Not Forever - William Shakespeare Hays
Hays, a contemporary of Stephen Foster, felt he never received the attention that Foster’s
music received. This song could be a blues song and one could substitute the word ‘blue’ for other
words used in the text.
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Charleston Blues – 1882 - David Braham
This music for the next two songs were composed by the famous composer David
Braham (his real first name was Abraham but changed it to David as he thought the name
David was too Jewish) His fame came mostly from his work with Harrigan and Hart. The
shows and his songs were popular with the American public for years. He was born in
London in 1883 and died in 1905. After studying the violin after his love for the harp me
moved to New York in about 1833 and played in pit orchestras as well as conducting other
shows including Tony Pastor’s shows. He was known as the American Offenbach. Many of
his songs from the various Harrigan and Hart shows became popular with the American
public. The Charleston Blues was in the show ‘McSorley’s Inflation’ (1883-86). In one of the
Mulligan Guard shows the ‘inflation’ referred to his swelling pride. The Charleston Blues
refers to a black para-military band like the Skidmores of the Mulligan Guard shows. It is
said that this song was 40 years before its time probably referring to the use of the word
‘blues.’ The “Ginger Blues’ was written prior to his work with Harrigan. The lyrics use a
Negro dialect in both songs and the harmonies are traditional with no use of the blues scale
or blue notes.
I have a feeling that the word ‘blues’ is used in a song title to describe the color of the
band’s uniform then the internal feelings of a person.

Braham

Harrigan
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Intro-8, (bugle call) A1-12, (like a vamp) A2-8, A3-8, B1-8, B2-8, D.S. like A1
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- 1897 - Oh Susie! Dis Coon Has Got De Blues – J.W. Murray & F.C. Mock
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‘or dis coon will turn blue’/’I am turning blue’
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‘dis coon has got de blues.’
Intro-4, A1-8, A2-8, B-8
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1888 – The Better Day Coming To-morrow - Will Lamartine Thompson – (1847-1909)
Born in Smith’s Ferry, Pa. he and his family moved to Liverpool, Ohio when young.
After attempting to get his music published he formed his own company that later included
pianos, organs and sheet music. His most famous hymn was ‘Softly and Tenderly, Jesus is
calling.’ It was used in three movies including ‘The Trip To Bountiful.’ The song has been
often recorded, one by Johnny Cash. He became known as ‘the Stephen Foster of Ohio.’ His
hymns have been translated to more languages then any other hymns. The theme of this song
takes a view of life unlike the Foster tune ‘Hard times’, as it paints the possibilities of a good
future.
This song has a blues feeling while stating it in a religious theme and ending with a
positive thought of the future. It was published as a male quartet (as were many songs) as
‘barbershop’ singing was very popular in this era.

Thompson
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Intro-4, A1-4, A2-4, B-4
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1892 - Phonegraph De News – Billy McClain
William C ‘Billy’ McClain, (1857-1950)
Born in either Kentucky or Indianapolis, Indiana, McClain was known as a minstrel
performer and actor. He was a multi talented person, being a dancer, a musician, a
playwright, and wrote short stories. McClain spend many years in Europe with the minstrels
and lived in Paris from 1906-1913. He visited Australia with the Orpheus McAdoo’s Jubilee
singers. He also trained as a boxer and trained heavyweight boxer Sam McVey. He appeared
in over 20 movies in character roles. This song’s lyrics use the word ‘blues’ and the theme of
the lyrics have a blues feeling.

Photo on cover-Billy McClain
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‘I’se done gone got de blues’
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Intro -8, A1-8, A2-8, B1-8, B2-8
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1897 - The Letter Edged in Black –Harriet (Hattie) Nevada (Hicks) Woodbury
Hattie Nevada – (1851-1953)

Hattie Nevada
There is little known about the early life of Hattie before she composed ‘The letter.’ She was
known as a song-writer and a mezzo soprano. She had composed other songs such as ‘While the
Leaves Come briefly Down’ that was popularized by May Irwin. The song ‘letter’ was published as
a slide illustrated song. It was published by the Kansas City Talking Machine Company founded by
Frank H Woodbury, later to become Hattie’s husband. The slides accompanying the song showed
photos of the sad people who received the letter. The original productions of these cylinders were
given away as a premium for a customer who bought a certain quantity of cigars. Hattie’s songs were
later recorded by Vernon Dalhart in the 1920s and 1930s. It surely was the influence for ‘Son’
House’s Blues and Ida Cox Blues in 1924.
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1

Intro-8, A1-8, A2-8, B-8

2

Death Letter Blues by Son House
"People keep asking me where the blues started and all I can say is that when I was a boy we
always was singing in the fields. Not real singing, you know, just hollerin', but we made up
our songs about things that was happening to us at the time, and I think that's where the blues
started."
- Delta bluesman Son House, 1965

Death Letter
Hey, I solemnly swear, Lord, I raise my right hand
That I'm goin' get me a woman, you get you another man
I solemnly swear, Lord, I raise my right hand
That I'm goin' get me a woman, you get you another man
I got a letter this morning, how do you reckon it read?
"Oh, hurry, hurry, gal, you love is dead"
I got a letter this morning, how do you reckon it read?
"Oh, hurry, hurry, gal, you love is dead"
I grabbed my suitcase, I took off, up the road
I got there, she was laying on the cooling board
I grabbed my suitcase, I took on up the road
I got there, she was laying on the cooling board
Well, I walked up close, I looked down in her face
Good old gal, you got to lay here till Judgment Day
I walked up close, and I looked down in her face
Yes, been a good old gal, got to lay here till Judgment Day
Oh, my woman so black, she stays apart of this town
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Can't nothin' "go" when the poor girl is around
My black mama stays apart of this town
Oh, can't nothing "go" when the poor girl is around
Oh, some people tell me the worried blues ain't bad (note 1)
It's the worst old feelin' that I ever had
Some people tell me the worried blues ain't bad
Buddy, the worst old feelin', Lord, I ever had
Hmmm, I fold my arms, and I walked away
’That's all right, mama, your trouble will come someday’
I fold my arms, Lord, I walked away
Say, ‘That's all right, mama, your trouble will come someday’
‘Death Letter’, also known as "Death Letter Blues", is probably the signature song
of Son House. It is structured upon House's earlier recording "My Black Mama, Part 2 from
1930. Lyrically, the song is about a man who learns of the death of the woman he loves
through a letter delivered to him early in the morning. The narrator later views her body on
the cooling board at the morgue and attends her funeral, and returns to his home in a state
of depression. House's lyrics draw from traditional sources. Other blues musicians recorded
related songs, including Lead Belly (‘Death Letter Blues’), Ishman Bracey (‘Trouble Hearted
Blues’), Ida Cox (‘Death Letter Blues’), Robert Wilkins ("Nashville Stonewall") and Blind
Willie McTell (“On the Cooling Board”).
The song has been reworked by other major blues-men. Robert Johnson, who was
heavily influenced by Son House, may have incorporated and reworked ‘My Black Mama’
into his own song – ‘Death Letter, ‘Walking Blues’, though the title has its own pedigree in
versions by Son House. We find it in Charlie Patton's works. Skip James reworked the music
and lyrics into his song ‘Special Rider Blues’. Avant-garde blues artist Jandek reworked a
verse from ‘Death Letter’ into his song ‘I went Outside’. Muddy Waters closely related song
about the same subject is ‘Burying Ground’.
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Article by Jason Elak (check copyright-the Legendary ‘Son’ House)
‘When Son House came on stage, he sat down; he was very quiet, very soft spoken,
and he would sit back in the chair so the audience couldn’t hear him. He spoke almost
inaudibly. And then he’d say, ‘this is just a little piece of blues from back when, and I hope
maybe you’ll like it a little.’ And then he would reach into his shirt pocket, take out his slide,
put it on his ring finger, and hit it with his right palm—pop! pop! And then he would take a
deep breath and straighten up. And suddenly it just exploded’
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What followed is the stuff of legend. According to spectators, Son was in constant
motion during every song. He was bobbing his head, stomping his feet, swaying his body with
the rhythm of the blues that came sliding off of his guitar. It seemed like he might die of a
heart attack right there on the stage every time he played! The sweat came dripping down
his brow until he finished the song, then he would relax, settling back in his chair before
starting it all over again for the next song. In 1924 Ida Cox record ‘Death Letter Blues.’
1924 - Death Letter Blues by Ida Cox

A-12

8

1898 – I Love Dat Man - Dan Packard & E J Simmes (a Coon song)
Song appeared in the July 10, 1898 issue of the New York Journal. The girl on cover is Alice
Atherton, One of the earliest songs to use the term ’Blues’ in the lyrics in American popular music.
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‘I was never Blue’
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Intro-3, Vamp-1, A1-8, A2-8, B1-8, B2-8
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1899 - I Just Received a Telegram From Baby - Will A. Heelan & Harry Von Tilzer
This is the story of a Negro (called a coon) who was in jail and telegrammed ‘his baby’
for the money to get out. There is one phrase that talks of the blues – ‘On Sunday and
Monday that coon he had the blues.’

Harry Von Tilzer
Harry Von Tilzer ( Gumbinsky/Gumm) (1872-1946)
Born in Detroit, Mich. Von Tilzer was trained as a pianist. He took his mother’s name
(Tilzer) and added a Von to get more respect. At 14 he began his professional career – first
with the circus at 14 as a singing acrobat and then with repertoire shows, at the same time
composing original songs used in his own performances. He was in New York in 1892 and
wrote special material and songs for various entertainers. His hit song was ‘My Old New
Hampshire Home’ established him as a major songwriter as it sold over a million copies. In
1902 he organized his own music publishing company and stayed there until his death. He
wrote and produced various musical comedies. His other hits songs included: ‘Wait Till the
Sun Shines Nellie,’ ‘I Want a Gal,’ ‘When My Baby Smiles at Me, and ‘In the Sweet bye and
Bye,’ and “It’s Only a Bird in a Gilded Cage.’
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Harry Von Tilzer
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1899 - I’ve Just Received a Telegram From Baby
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‘Monday that coon he had the blues’
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Intro-8, Vamp-2, A1-8, A2-8, B1-8, B2-8, C1-8, C2-8, C3-8, C4-8
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1900 – If I Only Had A Dollah of My Own – Bogart & O’Brien
There were many popular songs that used the word ‘blues’. The theme of this popular
song is a blues in the lyrics and is an example of popular songs during the early part of the
20th century.

Primrose & Dockstader Minstrel Band
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‘I wouldn’t feel so blue’
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Intro – 8, Vamp-2, A1-8, A2-9, B-8, C-8, D-8, F-8, G-8
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1901 - Just a Wearyin’ For You, All the Time A Feelin’ Blue – Frank Stanton & Carrie
Jacobs/Bond

Carrie Jacobs Bond – 1861-1946
Born in Janesville, Wisconsin, Carrie was first married to Edward Smith that ended
in divorce and re-married to Dr. Frank Bond. She was a very prolific and famous woman
composer of her time, writing ballads, patriotic songs, Negro dialect song and inspirational
songs. She later owned a music publishing company and one of her compositions earned her
a million dollars. The song given (‘Just A Wearyin’ For You’) was one of the songs in her
‘Seven songs’ group.
She became America’s premier popular songwriter for decades. Her most popular
songs were ‘I Love You Truly’, and ‘I’m A Wearyin’ For You’.
From the age of four she had a musical gift. During a concert of ‘Blind Tom’ he played his
own composition - a march. Carrie was taken to the stage from the audience and played his
march exactly as he did. One person said, “We have a person who can do like you do! She
could play anything by ear including the ‘Hungarian Rhapsody’ of Liszt’.”
She married Dr. Bond and one day after a snow storm when the ground was slippery
he passed a group of kids playing and one shoved him and he hit his head and died a few
days alter. This at was followed in later years when her son killed himself with some candles
burning and a phonograph playing ‘ his mother’s song ‘ ‘A Perfect Day’. This was in a cabin
in Lake Arrowhead, CA.
She moved to California later in her life and while staying at the Mission Inn in
Riverside CA, in 1909, she looked out her room on the fourth floor of the Inn and when
looking out her window saw Mount Rubidoux at sunset and wrote the lyrics for ‘A Perfect
Day.’ While driving through the Mojave Desert she thought of the melody for the lyrics and
completed what was to become on of the most popular songs of her era. Her music company
became a multi million dollar business.
While in Chicago her son and Carrie had a very hard life. She developed rheumatism
that tortured her throughout her life. While playing piano one day for a gathering of friends
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a Mr. Victor Sincere, a pianist heard her and saw a manuscript on the piano. He sat down
and played the song and encouraged her to publish it. She borrowed some money to pay for
the publication and this was her ‘Seven Songs’ that included ‘Just A Wearyin’ For You’.
Included in this group was ‘I Love You Truly.’ She formed a music publishing company,
‘Bond & Sons Publishers’ that put out her music. This was operated from a corner of her
bedroom and gained great success. She became the first million dollar women in music
publishing.
Carrie was a gifted artist and painted all the covers of her music as well as other
artistic endeavors. During her lifetime her song ‘A Perfect Day’ sold 5 million copies at
$1.00a copy. She became very famous and twice gave concerts at the White House for
Presidents’ Harding and Teddy Roosevelt. She became one of America’s greatest
songwriters. Her life was a triumph of fate. She was the first women in America to break
into the popular music field in a very successful way.
The mission Inn named a room for her – 4th floor room 417.

Cabin is Lake Arrowhead, CA
There is a quote written about her by President Herbert Hoover:
“Beloved composer of ‘I Love You Truly‘ . . . and a hundred other heart songs that
express the loves and longings, sadness and gladness of all people everywhere . . . who met
widowhood, conquered hardship, and achieved fame by composing and singing her simple
romantic melodies. She was America’s gallant lady of song.”
(President Herbert Hoover, about Carrie Jacobs-Bond)
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Carrie sitting in Carrie Suite on 4th floor in Mission Inn where she wrote’ A Perfect Day’.

Carrie Jacob Bond
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Frank Stanton – 1857-1927

Frank Stanton

Stanton was born in Charleston, South Carolina. While a child he was influenced by
hymns of Isaac Watts and Charles Wesley. He had a job at 12 as an apprentice to a printer
that later helped him enter the newspaper business. He became involved as writer and editor
of various newspapers. In 1889 he was with the Atlanta Constitution newspaper. Stanton
stayed there until his death in 1927. He was famous as the prototype for American newspaper
columnists. He was an avid poet and was very prolific writing poems. The most famous of
his poems was ‘Mighty Like a Rose,’ set to music by Ethelbert Nevin. The most successful
song with his lyrics was ‘Just A Wearyin’ for You’ with music By Carrie Jacobs Bond. Harry
T Burleigh wrote a melody also to this poem but never gained the acclaim by the public. The
poem was one of a group, ‘Songs of the Soil’ written in 1894. Many of his poems are in the
Negro dialect. He was given the distinction of being the title ‘Poet Laureate of Georgia’. The
lyrics to ‘Just A Wearying For You is a lyric that had a blues feeling. The first line: ‘Just A
Wearyin’ For You’ was written in 1906, five years after Carrie Jacobs Bond wrote her song
of the same name. Burleigh’s interpretation used primary the same lyrics as Bonds’ but
never received the popularity of Bond’s composition.
The song is constructed in two 12 bar sections that hint at a blues progression.
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‘all the time a feelin’ blue’
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Intro-4, A1-12, Extension-2, A2-12, Extension-2
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1906 - Just A Wearyin’ For You – Harry T. Burleigh

Harry T Burleigh – 1866-1949
Burleigh was born in Eric, Pennsylvania and was the first Afro-American to be
important in the development of a specific style of American music. He was important in
bringing black music available to classically-trained artists and introducing them and
arranging his pieces in a more classical style and form. He was a composer, arranger and a
professional singer in the baritone range.
He received a scholarship with the assistance of composer Edward MacDowell’s
mother, Francis. It was said that to earn some money he was a handy man and other chores
for her. He attended the National Conservatory of music in New York City and played string
bass in their orchestra. He was one of the people consulted by Antonin Dvorak and did copy
work and transcribed Dvorak’s 9th symphony for the instruments given by Dvorak. He also
was responsible to introduce Dvorak to African American folk music. It has been said that
that it was one of the first time a Negro song was to become a major theme in a symphonic
work (Dvorak’s New World Symphony. Burleigh became an inspiration to Dvorak and
provided Dvorak with a large number of Negro and Native American themes.
He had a very illustrious career as a vocalist and gave many concerts and being a member
of certain choral groups broke the racial barrier in these groups.
He began publishing his arrangements of art and Negro spirituals in the late 1890s
and by the late 1910s he was considered one of the nation’s best-known composers of art
songs. His arrangement of the Negro spiritual ‘Deep River’ and became famous for his
arrangement of numerous Negro spirituals. His songs were the first to make these Negro
spirituals available to numerous classical concert artists prior to spirituals that were sung by
choruses. He arranged the first orchestral arrangements for more than 100 Negro spirituals
including the spiritual ‘Nobody Knows the Trouble I’ve Seen.’ He was important in the
history of American music as he was a major contributor to the popularity of spirituals
during the 1920s and this helped the acceptance of the Negro Blues. His music was sung by
many prominent Negro artists such as Roland Hayes, K Marian Anderson and Paul
Robeson. He was one of the most popular composers of the early 20th century.
He wrote our song ‘Just A Wearyin’ for You’ in 1906
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‘all the time a feelin’ blue’
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Intro-4, A1-8, B1-8, C1-9, D-8, E-8, F-9, C2-3, A2-8 B2-8, C3-5, G-9
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1902 - O’er the Sea – Harvey Worthington Loomis

Harvey Worthington Loomis 1865-1930
Loomis was born in Brooklyn, New York and was a gifted musician, winning a scholarship
at the conservatory run by Anton Dvorak, studying musical composition He is remembered for his
association with the American Indian movement. He wrote a number of compositions for Farwell’s
‘Wa Wan Press’, mostly based on Indian themes. He also wrote songs for children and wrote
incidental music for stage plays.
His ‘O’er the Sea’ is a classical interpretation with a blues feeling in the lyrics and
emphasized the blues feeling in a classical composition. I give only the first page of the composition.
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Ye Maidens Pretty – H F S (also in 'Songs of the West') – n. d.

40

There are many popular songs that include the word ‘blues’ in their lyrics that
inclusively give the feeling of a blues lyric. Tin Pan Alley songwriters, once a style became
popular, would write in that style with hopes of having a hit and selling tons of sheet music.
Irving Berlin wrote songs in most every style of his era better than any songwriter of his day.
He wrote coon songs, blues and any style that was popular the time. Thus we find many
popular ballads using the blues feeling and the
word ‘blues’ in it’s lyrics.
Budweiser’s A Friend of Mine – Seymour Furth & Vincent Bryan
Seymour Furth – 1877-1932
Furth was a composer, both m music and lyrics and was a musical director from 1904
to 1925 for many Broadway shows. This song was written for the 1902 production of ‘The
Wizard of Oz’. The production included songs by many of the leading songwriters of this
era, which included Irving Berlin. The song has a redeeming theme as the person was
‘gloomy and blue’ but ended up much more cheerful. I could not find any info on Furth
except he was a songwriter, lyricist and musical director. He wrote or produced, between
1904 and 1925, a number of Broadway shows. His biggest hit on Broadway was ‘Bringing up
Father’ in 1925.
Vincent Bryan – 1878-1937

Bryan was born in St Johns, Newfoundland. Bryan was a composer of some of the
songs in the 1903-1909 production of the ‘Wizard of Oz.’ He was a collaborator with Charlie
Chaplin from 1915 to 1917. In 1918 he worked with Hal Roach on three Harold Lloyd films.
A write-up in an article about Chaplin’s collaborators:
“A prolific lyricist and hopeless heroin addict, Vincent Bryan was perhaps the most
talented, and most tragic, of Chaplin's collaborators. He joined Chaplin as a writer in 1915,
when Chaplin was going through one of his temporary artistic ruts, helped him recover, and
then assisted in bringing forth some of the most remarkable films of Chaplin's career in late
1915, 1916 and early 1917. Bryan's wife Leota, who was a bit player in the movies, later
claimed that Bryan also served as Chaplin's co-director. Bryan's tragic life will be
spotlighted in an upcoming Chaplin Review volume dealing with Chaplin's years at the
Mutual Studios.”
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Many of his assistants or collaborators never were given credit for his films or their
work on his behalf.
Bryan’s biggest song hit was ‘In My Merry Oldsmobile’ with Gus Edwards. His
promising career was prematurely ended by his addiction to heroin.
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‘When you
are gloomy and blue’
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Intro-12, rhythm to A-4, A1-16, A2-16, B1-16, B2-16
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1904 – When You Love A Little Girl - Emile Burguiere & George De Long
Emile Burguiere (Burgiere)
Emile was born in 1876? He was a songwriter and had one musical on Broadway in
1904. It was his only time to have a work on Broadway and unfortunately it was a flop. The
musical was ’The Baroness Fiddlesticks’ from which the song ‘When You Love a Little Girl’.
The theme: A dreary affair in which a parvenu’s chances for acceptance are jeopardized if
it became known to the Baroness she is entertaining is an imposter.
No information on De Long
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‘Ev’ry thing looks blue’
Intro-4, A-8, B-8
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1905 – Good-bye, I’ll See You Some More – Chris Smith & Billy Johnson
(See traditional blues section for bio on Chris Smith)
Billy B Johnson – 1858-1916
Johnson was a vaudevillian that collaborated with Bob Cole to compose the first
evening black musical ‘A Trip to Coon Town’ in 1896. In the 1910s he was in vaudeville and
toured with Black Patti’s Troubadours. Johnson and Cole wrote ‘At Jolly Coon-ey Island.
When Cole quit the Troubadours Johnson did also and they went into vaudeville together.
Either due to Johnson’s alcoholic nature or Cole changing his ideals in black musicals the
two separated. Cole met James Weldon and J Rosemond Johnson and they proceeded to be
a major source in black musicals.
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‘Maybe I’ll grieve, believe me I’m feelin’ blue’

53

Intro-4, Vamp-2, A1-8, A2-8, B1-8, B2-8
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1905 - Can’t You See I’m Lonely – Felix F Feist & Harry Armstrong
The popular sheet music of the late 1880s into the first decades of the 20 th century
sheet music was the main source for songwriters. Beginning in 1885 publishers began to
realize the ability there was money to be made in sheet music, began to gather in New York
and the organization, SCAP was formed. Publishers began to gather in an area in New York
City and this was the beginning of what was called ‘Tin Pan Alley’ and the songwriter’s
careers were centered in this area. These publishers put out music at an alarming rate and
whenever a style was popular all strived to publish a song in that style. The career of Irving
Berlin is a best example of a songwriter writing a style that became popular, composing songs
in coon, ragtime, blues and jazz styles. If the blues style became popular songwriters began
writing blues or including a phrase using the blues as a sentiment. Thus we have songs like
‘Can’t you see I’m Lonely’ and the phrase ‘What has made me blue’.

Tin Pan Alley Building
After ‘Race’ record’s popularity the establishment of Tin Pan Alley took the name of
blues and used it in the songs of many songwriters to take advantage of the blues popular
music scene. Many of the composers of the era wrote a popular song in the style and feeling
of what was popular at the time. One example of many: Irving Berlin, a songwriter of the
era, said once that he wrote a ‘song to sell,’ whether it was a cakewalk, a coon song, a blues
or a rag. Berlin, who was not born in America, wrote some of the most American songs of all
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time: ‘God Bless America,’ ‘White Christmas’ and ‘Easter Parade.’ Not bad for a man born
a Russia Jew and a great American.
Harry Armstrong - 1879 -1951
Born in Sommerville, Mass. Armstrong was an entertainer, songwriter, and boxer.
This song was featured by the Al G Field Greater Minstrels. He also was on radio and TV
during his career. Besides writing ‘Sweet Adeline’ he also wrote ‘I Love my wife, But oh you
Kid,’ and ‘Kiss me Goodbye Sweetheart.
Richard H Gerard – 1876-1918
Gerard was educated at Eclectic Medical College and the New York College of Dental
and Oral Surgery. He entertained overseas for the Red Cross.
Felix F Feist – 1884-1936
Feist was a motion producer and distributor and composer of popular music in his era. He
was born in New York City. One of his most famous songs was ‘The Bull Frog and the Coon’.
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‘what has made me blue’
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Intro-4, A-8, B-12, C1-8, C2-8

60

1905 - Sweet Adeline– Harry Armstrong (1879-1914)
Henry (Harry) W Armstrong
His most famous song is ‘Sweet Adeline’. He wrote the melody when he was 18. He
met Richard H Gerard who added words. At first it was called ‘You’re the flower of my
heart sweet Rosalie’. It became a hit when the Quaker City Four Barbershop Quartet
performed it at part of their program. Again the vocal quartet was one of the most popular
forms of entertaining during this era. The song has a very blues feeling and uses the word
‘pine’ for the word blues in the lyrics.

Armstrong
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Intro-4, A1-4, A2-4, B-4, A3-4, C-8
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1905 - The Hours of Grief - Arthur Farwell – (1874-1952)
Farwell as born in St. Paul, Minn. and was a very important and influential composer
for American music. He is best known as the editor of the ‘Wa Wan Press,’ a work that
included other prominent composers that included 37 American composers and included in
this list nine were women. The project stressed Native American music with some Negro
works included (only about 7 of the total works included).
Farwell had other interests besides music, getting a Bachelor of Science degree in
electrical engineering. While persuading a musical education he studied in Europe with G.W.
Chadwick, Humperdinck and Alexander Guilmant. He was praised by Anton Dvorak. He
returned to the US in 1899. The Wa Wan press was founded after his crusade to promote
American music using American themes and to lessen the prominence of German style
music. The Wa Wan Press was first published in 1901 (I have the 5 volumes in my library)
and continued monthly for a number of years. Schirmer Publishers took over the project but
soon terminated it. In 1927 he was appointed head of the theory/composition dept. at
Michigan St. Agricultural College (now Michigan State University.
With Dvorak, Gershwin, Taylor and other composers he stressed using American
music themes (especially Indian Spanish and Negro). Through the efforts of these composers
and others he opened the door for popular American music. Negro music was successful as
part of the craze and made the acceptance of Negro music and artists to enter the main
stream of American Music.
His song ‘The Hours of Grief’ has a blues feeling and the first section is a 12 bar
structure and could be a blues. It is in E minor and we find the use of blue notes in some
harmonies.

Farwell
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c1905 - Down by a Riverside – H F S
This song is from ‘Songs of the West’ edited by S Baring Gould and Fleetwood
Sheppard.
Gustave Holst met Cecil Sharp in 1905. Sharp had a major influence on Holst. Holst
began using folk songs as thematic material for some of his compositions including those in
the volume ‘Songs of the West’.
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I’m Sorry – 1906 – Jack Norworth & Albert Von Tilzer

Jack Norworth & Nora Bayes

Jack Norworth (John Godfrey Knauff) – (1879-1959)
Born in Philadelphia, PA. Norworth's father was an organ builder and choir director.
After being at sea for a few years he landed in New York and began a career in show business
– in vaudeville as a comedian and showman in blackface and performed on radio, With Bayes
he wrote ‘Shine on Harvest Moon’ in which a movie of the same name was made about his
life. After appearing in silent films he began writing music. He married Nora Bayes in 1908
and they had an act in vaudeville but divorced her in 1913. He died of a heart attack in
Laguna Beach, CA. He founded the Laguna Beach little league baseball in Laguna. With all
the various activities of his he is best known as the songwriter (with Albert Van Tilzer) of the
tune ’Take Me Out to the Ballgame’.
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Albert Von Tilzer (Albert Gumm) (1878-1956)
Born in Indianapolis, Indiana he changed his name from Gumbinski and both he and
his brother, Harry were songwriters, each having hits on their own. From 1900 till his death
he wrote 100s of popular songs. His hits include: ‘Apple Blossom Time,’ ‘Oh by Jingo,’ ‘Put
Your Arms Around Me Honey,’ and about the most popular and most performed song in
America ‘Take Me Out to the Ball Game.’ The song ‘I’m Sorry’ uses the phrase: ‘I know I
wouldn’t feel so blue’.

Albert von Tilzer
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’I know I wouldn’t feel so blue’
Intro-4, Vamp-1, A1-8, A2-8, B-4, C1-8, C2-8
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1907 - Keep on Smiling – Herman Paley - (1879-1955)
Born in Moscow, Russia he was the pianist for vaudeville singers of the 1920s. He
wrote as many as 1000 tunes, none that became ‘standards’. Paley was educated at City
College in New York and Columbia Univ. He entertained soldiers during both WWI and
WWII. He was a test director and talent scout for Fox Studios from 1930-32. He did write
Broadway shows as well as pop songs. He studied with Edward MacDowell. He taught high
school for 2 years. Paley was on the staff for a number of music publishers. He was a good
friend of George and Ira Gershwin.
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‘For her tender heart feels blue’

75

76

Intro-4, A1-8, A2-8, B1-8, C-8, B2-8
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1908 – Won’t You Listen Dearie - Gus A Benkhart & Bussy Heath

78

‘Makes me feel so blue cause I love You’
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Intro-4, Vamp-1, A1-4, A2-4, B-4, C-4, D1-8, D2 -8

80

I’m Sad and I’m Lonely – no date
The lyrics of this song are familiar as ‘cross-ties on the railroad’. The lady of this song speaks
of the lies a young man has told her. The cast-off lady wants a mountain cabin and she sings the song
slowly and deliberately. The lyrics are shaded with hate and pity and appear as a threat.
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A1-8, A2-8, B1-8, B2-8, A3-8, A4-8
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1909 - That’s Why I’m Lonesome and Blue- W C Keene & Bessie L Keene
There is no info on the Keene’s. As to the song: There were many popular songs
written about a person feeling the blues. The blues became a main theme in many popular
songs.
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‘I asked her why she was lonesome and what made her look so blue’

85

‘That’s why I’m lonesome and blue’
Intro-8, A1-8, A2-8, A3-8, A4-8, B1-8, B2-8, B3-8, C-8
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1909 – Lonesome - George W Meyers (1884-1959)
Meyers was born in Boston, Mass and at first worked as an accountant. He soon went
to song plugging and then songwriting and formed his own publishing company. His songs
were recorded by such jazz greats as Armstrong, Bechet and Waller and entertainers such
as Al Jolson. His most famous song was ‘For me and My Gal,’ in 1917 and the tune ‘There
are Such Things’ in 1942. Another hit was ‘If You Were the Only Girl in the World’.
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‘Why I feel so blue’
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Intro-4, Vamp-2, A1-4, A2-4, B-4, A3-4, C1-8, C2-8
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1909 - Are You Lonesome - Gus Kahn, (1886-1941) Grace LeBoy Kahn (wife) – (1890-1983)
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‘Are you lonesome dear, you’re looking kind o’ blue’
Intro-8, vamp-4, A-8, B-8, C1-8, C2-8
The intro is marked C time and the vamp is 6/8. The 6/8 sounds more like triples than 6/8
time. The Chorus goes back to C time.
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1909 - Carrie – Junie McCree & Albert Von Tilzer

‘Carrie, I am feeling very blue’
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Intro-8, A1-8, A2-8, B1-8, C-8, B2-8, D-8
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1909 – I wonder if You’re Lonely - Ned Weyburn & George Byrd Dougherty
This song is interesting as the first section is 12 bars longs, the length of a traditional
blues. Usually popular songs are not in this form. The feeling of the song is a blues.
Ned Weyburn
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‘just lonely and blue’
Intro-4, A1-4, A2-4, B-4, C1-8, C2-8
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1909 - Just One Word From You - Joe Bren

1

2

3

4

5

‘I feel, uh, so lonely, sad and blue’
Intro-4, A1-9, A2-8, B-10, C1-8, C2-8

6

1910 - Why Little Boy Blue Was Blue - Frederick Day, Avery Hopwood & Sylvie Heim -

Avery Hopwood

Silvio Hein
Avery Hopwood – 1882-1928
Hopwood was born in Cleveland, Ohio and graduated from the Univ. of
Michigan in 1905. (He later was to give some of his fortune to the University.) He
began his pro career as a correspondent for a Cleveland newspaper and within a
year he wrote a play ‘Clothes’ (1906) and became known as ‘The Playboy
Playwright’. His Broadway career was a very successful one and at one time had 4
plays being given. He was the author of many Broadway plays, mostly comedies and
farces with some of the plays contained material very risqué.

7
Silvio Hein – 1879-1928
Hein was born in New York City and was taught music by his mother. He
confined his music to the simplest tried and true forms. In his career he was a
composer, producer, orchestrator, musical director and conductor - from 1905 to
1922. Entertainer Marie Cahill was one of the best actresses to use his music,
especially using the song ‘The Hottentot Love Song’. Hein was looked upon by other
composers as somewhat pathetic figure but certainly had a professional competency.
He was very dependable but little else. He often used some of other melodies and
some say petit larceny. The longest and most successful Broadway musical was ‘FloFlo in 1917 which ran for 220 performances. Cahill referred to Hein as ‘gentle and
revered’. He developed a breakdown and died in 1928.
The mention of the word ‘blue’ is not found very often in a waltz which is usually a
light and lively.
Frederick Day’s bio was not found.
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9

10

11

12

13

Intro- 4,

A1-4,

A2-4,

‘Little Boy Blue was blue’
B-8, A3-4, A4-4, B-8, A3-4, A4-4, C-8, D1-16, D2-16
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1918 - I Used to Be Lonesome Till I found You - George Cobb.
Cobb was one of he most popular and famous composers of his era.
We find other Cobb compositions later in this book.
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‘Evening time would make me feel so blue’
Intro-4, Vamp-2, A1-8, A2-8, B1-8, B2-8
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1910 - I Ain’t Goin’ to Weep No More - George Totten Smith

18

19

‘flirt until it makes me mighty blue’

20

Intro-4, Vamp-A1-8, A2-8, B1-8’ B2-8

21

1910 - If Someone Only Cared for Me - Harold Jack Gould

22

‘I am feeling blue’

23

24

Intro-4, Vamp-4, A1-8, A2-8, B1-8, B2-8
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1910 - I’m Just Pinin’ for You - Barry Williams & Egbert Van Alstyne

‘Feelin’ awful blues, just as blue as you, Mister Moon’

26

‘feelin’ awful blue’

27

28

Intro-4, A1-8, A2-8, B1-8, B2-8
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1911 - When I’m Alone I’m Lonesome – Irving Berlin

30

‘I feel blue, lonesome too’

31

‘when I’m alone I’m blue’

32

Intro-4, Vamp-2, A1-4, A2-4, B-8, C1-8, C2-8

33
1912 - Antidote - Will M Hough, Frank Adams & Melville Gideon

Frank Adams

Melville Gideon

Hough

Will M. Hough (1882 - 1962)
Hough was educated at the University of Chicago and wrote material for
vaudeville and Broadway productions. His best known work is I Wonder Who's
Kissing Her Now with Will M. Hough and Joseph E. Howard (1909). He also wrote a
number of books for stage productions that include; The Goddess of Liberty (1909),
The Land of Nod (1907) and A Modern Eve (1915).
Frank R Adams – 1883-1963
Adams attended the University of Chicago at the same time as Hough. He
was a reporter for the Chicago tribune for a short time and also for the Daily News
and Examiner. His most famous song was with Hough and Joe Howard – ‘I wonder
who’s Kissing Her Now’ in 1909.
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Melville J Gideon – (1884-1933)
Gideon was born in New York and was a child prodigy. At age 12 he
appeared with the New Yorker Philharmonics. He wrote for Broadway and theatre
in London. He was in the London Theatre hit revue ‘The co-optimists’ in 1921 and
paired with Stanley Holloway in the production.

‘Don’t be feeling blue’

35
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Intro-4, A1-8, A2-8, B1-8, B2-8

38
1911 - Won’t You Let Me Call You Honey – Lester Charles Riemer

39

‘I feel so awful blue’

40

41

Intro-4, Vamp-2, A1-9, A2-8, B1-8, B2-8

42
Waiting - George Lee & Charlie Manny – n.d.
Billy Arlington’s Minstrel show was formed in 1867 in Chicago. Arlington had been with a
number of minstrels before forming his own group. The Arlington Four was a vocal quartet that
sang in his show. Billy was a 1st class comedian and made funny speeches.

43

‘Waiting honey, I feel blue’

44

45

Intro-4, Vamp-2, A-16, B1-8, B2-8

46
1911 - When a Fellow who is Lonesome Meets a Girl who’s Feeling Blue – Ballard Macdonald & S
R Hen

47

‘Meets a girl who’s feeling blue’
Intro-4, A-12, B1-8, B2-8, C-16

48
1912 - Baby Please Don’t shake Me While I’m Gone - Spencer Williams & Rose Cohen

‘While I’m gone-Babe I’ll feel blue’
A-8, B1-16, B2-16

49
1912 - That’s How I Need You – Joe Goodwin, Joe McCarthy & Al Piantadosi

50

51

‘
Intro-8, A1-4, A2-4, B-8, A3-8, C1-8, C2-9, C3-8, C4-8
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1912 - You’re Going to Lose Your Honey Boy - Arthur Carlton & Charles A Speidel
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54

55

‘And when you’re lonesome and feeling blue’
Intro-4, Vamp-2, A1-8 A2-12, B1-8, B2-10

56
1913 Medley Blues – Alex M Valentine, Jr

Intro-4, A-12, B-12, C1-8, C2-8, D1-8, D2-8
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1913 - I’m Crying Just For You - James Monaco, Joe McCarthy
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‘I never knew I could feel so blue’
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Intro-4, vamp-2, A1-8, A2-8, B1-9, B2-9

61
1913 - Don’t You Wish You Were Back Home Again? - Charles K Harris
Charles K Harris – 1867-1930
Born in Poughkeepsie, New York he wrote his first song in 1885. J P Sousa
played his most famous tune ‘After the Ball’ in the World Columbian Exposition in
Chicago. Harris wrote more than 500 tunes and was called ‘The King of the tear
jerker’s. He believed that a song should tell a story. He was considered a daring and
bold innovator and some considered him an egoist. His photo appears in many of his
song covers. Harris was the first to put a photo of the artist on the sheet music
cover. He was the first songwriter to ‘corner’ the market on his music. Knowing
that it was the publisher who made the ‘real’ money he opened his own publishing
company.
His biggest hit by far was ‘After the Ball’ and he was the first to sell a million
copies – this for this. Sousa played it each concert at the Chicago World’s Fair.
Another hit was ‘Break the News to Mother (1891).
Harris was born in Poughkeepsie, New York and while young he made his own
banjo and played the old minstrel songs on it.
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‘is it love makes you blue’

64
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Intro-8, A1-8, A2-8, A3-8, A4-8, B1-8, C-8, B2-8, D-8
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1913 - Maybe You’ll Be Lonesome – J Brandon Walsh & Murray Bennett

‘Somebody’s feeling sad and lonely, somebody feels blue’
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‘Maybe you’ll be blue’
Intro-4, Vamp-2, A-8, B-8, C1-8, C2-8
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1914 - I Wonder Who Wished Her on Me - Andrew B Sterling & Harry Von Tilzer
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‘Read my face, I’ve got the blues’
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Intro-8, Vamp-2, A1-8, A2-8, B1-4, B2-4, B3-8, C1-8, C2-12, C3-12
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1914 - New York Tango Blues – W N Spiller
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76

77

Intrto-4, A1-8, A2-8, B1-8, B2-8, A3-8, A4-8, C1-4, C2-4, C3-4, C4-4, D1-8, D2-8
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William N Spiller – 1876-1944
Spiller was born in Goodson, Virginia, the son of a clergyman/educator and a
mother whose relatives were active in the Underground Railroad. William was
educated at his father’s school in Hampton, Va. He then studied music theory and
harmony and learned to play many instruments. After studying music in Europe he
joined the William A. Mahara’s Colored Minstrels in 1899, at first singing and then
playing sax and brass instruments. This group was under the baton of W C Handy.
He then moved to Chicago and eventually formed a vaudeville act. During this act,
spiller danced while playing a trombone. He was in show business for more than 40
years. He married Isabele Talisferro who joined the act. She was a graduate of the
New England conservatory of music. Later they moved to Harlem and opened a
school of music at no.232 138th St. One of his students was Hazel Scott. The Spillers
had great influence on Harlem music and often had well known colored entertainers
rehearse in their basement studio. Eubie Blake had a house at 236 on the same
street. The title probably should have been, not a blues but a rag. I can’t figure out
about the use of the word ‘tango’ in the title. There are no tango rhythms in the
composition.
Spiller was a friend of Scott Joplin and Joplin’s Pine Apple Rag was
dedicated to the Spiller group. Isabele remembered their visit to Joplin who
explained how the rag should be performed:

Isabele, also the daughter of a minister, was born in Abington, VA in 1888.
Growing up in Philadelphia, she attended the New England conservatory of music
in 1909 and also the Julliard School of Music. After playing music in her father’s
church she joined the Musical spillers in 1912. After she no longer performed with
the group she was active in music around Harlem and in musical education. She
continued in musical activities until her death in 1974.
The Spiller group performed throughout the US, the Caribbean, South
America Europe and Africa. The group played both jazz and classical music. Many
performers in the group went on to their own successful careers, noting Rex
Steward and Noble Sissle. The Musical spillers a re credited with the phrase ‘You
ain’t heard nothing yet’.
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The Five Musical Spillers-Sam Patterson is in the center, W N Spiller is on the right.

The six musical Spillers

80
This article about the Spillers is a very interesting account.
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1914 - When One’s in Love - G. A. Walter Jr.
The lyrics of this song emphasize the blues feeling. The chorus begins with
the phrase ‘For when one’s Blue’, thus setting the mood for the contents of the rest
of the song.
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‘for when one’s blue’

85

Intro-4, A-8, B-8, C-8, D-9, E-8

86
1914 - Just For Tonight – George Cobb

George Cobb/Leo Gordon
George Linus Cobb – (1886-1942)
Born in Mexico, New York he used the pen name ‘Leo Gordon’.
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‘Oh honey I’m so sad and blue’

88
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Intro-4, Vamp-2, A-10, B1-8, C-8, B2-10
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1918 - Russian Rag
This song is another example of popular composers using classical material for
compositions. Handy used the earlier example given using Schubert’s theme.

1st Page of Russian Rag
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1892 - Rachmoninoff - ‘Prelude in C# Minor’

93

The Fado & the Blues
While working on the story behind the song “April in Portugal” I found the
composer of the English version was Jimmy Kennedy, the lyricist of many popular
songs. He added lyrics that did not mirror the Brazilian words but did try to keep
the emotion behind the original music and lyrics by Raul Ferrdo and Jose
Galhardo.
Upon further research I found out that the tune was what is called a “Fado”
(fate) in Portugal. In Portugal the Fado is considered the national music. Its
impression is a nostalgia felt when missing someone or losing someone (in
Portugeuse the word ‘saudade’ is used much as the word blues is used). The origin
of the Fado is said to have been a mixture of African slave rhythms with the
traditional music of Portuguese sailors and Arabic influences.
This fact got me thinking about the similarities and differences between the
Fado and the Negro Blues. Further research finds that some jazz players also
became interested in the Fado. Don Byas had an interest in the Fado and actually
performed with Fado singers.
There are many similar things about Fado and the Blues. Both seemed to
have origins in Negro Slaves. During the slave era, slaves that went to Brazil
numbered 3,646,800. In Louisiana the total was 54,000. 90% of the slaves brought
to the New World ended up in the Brazilian area and only 4.5% were brought to the
U. S. Brazil was out of the trade in the 1850s. (It is interesting that Darius Milhaud
spent 2 years in Brazil in 1917-18, then returning to France in 1919. He then
composed “The Creation of the World,” the first large jazz influenced classical
composition.)
Both in Portugal via Brazil and in New Orleans (and the area around the
city, namely the Delta area) we find these two styles of music being fostered. The
string instruments were used in both instances: the guitar in Fado and the banjo
and guitar in blues and jazz. The harmonic tonal system was European in origin.
The Negroes of the south that began blues were not educated musicians and the
chord progression of their music was simply, mostly using the three main chords of
the major scale. In Portugal the Fado was played by the oppressed class, but, was
there a difference in the oppression of the lower class laborers and the slave’s life?
The slaves were suppressed in their education and learned music by trial and error.
The Fado musicians were the oppressed class but did have a culture of great guitar
music. It seems that the Fado musicians later became more accomplished musicians.
The Fado was seen also as a political music where the Blues sang of freedom from
oppression. Both cultures (the Fado and Slaves) were oppressed and both wanted
freedom from their conditions.
Both the styles were not written down but developed by trial and error,
although the Fado seemed to be more structured.
The Fado was influenced also by Arabic music. Dr. Miller wrote a book that
explains how much closer North African music performance techniques are to Jazz
than central African music is. The technique of Arabic music is more like the
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improvised technique of early jazz and central African music is more of a
metamorphous technique.
Both styles are sentimental and speak of hardships, of love ones lost, and of
oppression: the Fado by the government, the slaves by their masters and culture of
the south.
A feeling of the political Fado and the Negro Spiritual have deep emotional
messages within them. Both had very similar feelings. The Negro spiritual had duel
meanings. The River Jordan was not a river but a destination to the free north. The
Fado directed lyrics to the political officials in power or the deep feelings of saidade.
The Fado was banned and the Negroes use of drums was banned.
Both have strong meanings within their lyrics. In the Fado the lyrics are
intertwined references to love and university life, and refer to the scenery of beauty
of the Choupal, along the Mondego River and the famous Medieval Fountain of
Love. While the Fado speaks of love between humans the blues refer to love of God.
The Fado also had a duel meaning or purpose – as it articulates symbols, tastes and
interest and on the way it became a tourism symbol of unforeseen relevance.
Origin & Genre
The Fado became the emotional music of Portugal, much like the Blues
became the emotional music of the southern slaves. Its origin dates back to about
1829. With in it were traces of African, Brazilian and Arabic influences.
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Elements - Origin
FADO
African (native music & Arabic, Brazil, and Labor class
near Lisbon
BLUES – African, European, American
Lyrics:
Fado – Portuguese poetry & literature
Blues – Bible, environment, strong lonely feelings
Use:
Fado – saudade, political environment (freedom)
Blues – religious & environment (freedom)
Music:
Fado – steady rhythm, tightly rehearsed, highly stylized
Blues – rubato, sang different each time,
Harmony:
Fado – simple chords
Blues – simple I, IV, V
Emotional:
Fado – sentimental, personal & political
Blues - sentimental & personal (not political)
Instruments:
Fado – vocal, guitars
Blues – vocal, banjo,
In an interview of Ana Moura by Mark Holston she expressed the following:
“The Fado is very special because it's all about emotions and feelings. It
needs no translation. There are some older fado songs that we, the younger singers,
cannot perform, because the lyrics are about a time and themes we don't identify
with. We don't feel it, and fado is all about feelings. We must feel what we sing, and
there are many older fados that don't belong to our generation.”
Throughout the world, to the name of Portugal were two things
immediately related: the bullfighting and the Fado. Although taking many forms,
(as it is sung in Porto, in Coimtra or in Lisbon), the Fado is, by self-carried right,
the expression of the Portuguese soul. Portugal has, since the moment it was born,
emerged in a crossroad of cultures. First there were several people who, besides
living in the area which later would become Portugal, also left their marks. Then
there were those who invaded our country after it was born, and still today, many
people who beyond living, contribute to a common culture.
That’s why it’s so hard to point out a precise origin of Fado, but all scholars agree
that it goes back many centuries. The most commonly accepted explanation, at least
when speaking about Lisbon Fado, is that it came from the songs of the Moors,
which kept living near by this town even after the Christian take-over. The sadness
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and melancholy of those songs, that are so common to Fado, would be the base for
such explination.
However there are those who say that the Fado came to Portugal,
once more though Lisbon, under the form of Lunduym, the music of the Brazilian
slaves. This would have arrived to Portugal with the sailors returning from their
long trips, about 1822. Only after a while Lundum started changing, until it became
the Fado. Supporting this belief is the fact that the first music of this kind were
related not only to the sea but also with the lands far beyond them, where the slaves
lived. One can look as an example to one of the Amalia’s song, called ‘The Black
Boat’, which takes precisely of a Senzala (place where the slaves were kept).
Another possibility puts the birth of Fado back to the middle ages, a
time of the minstrels and the jesters. Already in that era one could find the
characteristics that even today it conservees. For example, cantiqas do amigo (blend
songs), that were love songs for a woman, have great similarities with diverse
subjects of the Fado of Lisbon. The love songs, (that were sung by the man to a
woman), seem to find kinship in the Fado of Coimbra, where the students intone
their songs beneath the window of the loved one like a serenade. We still have, in the
same time, satire songs, or of disdain that are still today frequent themes for Fado,
in social and political critics.
Anyway, Fado seems to have first appeared in Lisbon and Porto,
being later taken to Coimbra by the University students (since Coimbra was, during
many years, the University City by excellence), and having there acquired different
characteristics.
In Lisbon and Porto we can find the sung Fado (Fado Cantado) in the oldest parts
of the city, of the laborers and in Fado houses. They are small, old, with cold walls,
decorated with the symbols of this form of song on the two cities; the black shawl
and the Portuguese guitar. The man that sings Fado usually does it in a black suite.
He sings his love affairs, his city, the miseries of life, criticizes society and the
politicians. He often talks about the bullfighting, the horses, the old days and the
people already dead, and talks, almost every time, of …..”
It is ironic that the African Moors brought their music to Portugal.
The African Negro brought his music to America and South America. I wonder
would be the result if the Moors had come to America and the African Negro to
Portugal. ‘Would we have ‘blues or Fado’ in the New World? The Fado has the
feelings of the blues’.

